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PREFACE
consult any Virginia history or text* Sean the index 
for Drysdale, Hugh, Colonial Governor, 1722-26. What you 
will discover is a one-line identification stating that Hugh 
Drysdale served as successor to Alexander Spotswood and died 
in office. Ihe failure or success of his career remains 
Ignored, unstated. Only one contemporary historian, Richard 
Horton, has attempted to research and discuss Drysdale*® 
administration# in his splendidly readable colonial Virginia*
<Chapel Hill, 1960), Mr* Morton has presented a competent 
hut too concise summary. Many sources remain unexamined.
What this thesis proposes to do is twofoldj (1) to 
provide an expanded survey of political and economic condi­
tions in Virginia during 1722-26? (2) to explore the caliber 
and competence of Virginia's obscure Lieutenant-Governor, 
Hugh Drysdale* Such a study is needed to eliminate a his­
torical chasm between the mountain of facts recorded about 
flamboyant Alexander Spotaweod, and the mound of literature 
concerning pacific William Gooch, fbis analysis is also
Expansion and Prelude to Revolution 1710-1763
necessary to fill in the blanks in the record of M legislation** 
and to uncover the political policies which made this period 
an important transitional stage in Virginia*s subtle process 
of Americanisation*
v
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the adminis- 
tration of Lieutenant-Governor Hugh Drysdale who directed 
Virginia's policies between 1722-26.
Certain problems of the colony were studied to deter** 
mine the techniques which Drysdale employed to resolve them* 
The opinions, of both contemporaries and later historians, 
were compared so that a reasonable evaluation could he made*
The results indicate that Hugh Drysdale was a capable 
man who ruled Virginia during a period of relative prosperity. 
He made consistent efforts to preserve the prerogatives of 
George I and to maintain a just peace in Virginia. His ob­
jectives were achieved because he made Common law, Board of 
Trad® regulations.,., and instructions from the crown, the basis 
of all his actions.
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THE ADMINISTRATION 0F LIEOTEN ANT-GOVERNDR HtJGH DRYSDALE
1732 - 1726
XKTR0D0 CTIOR
"Office mast be in the hands of loyal men wherever 
office might be*" The natives in Ireland or the plantations 
must not expect governmental positions. Their governors 
were to be a part of the central imperial "system. "*■ This 
was the fundamental belief of Robert Walpole who served as 
George X's prime minister from 1721-1742. in his shrewd and 
capable hands lay the complicated patronage machinery which 
spanned and tightly reined the British empire* So. intent 
was Walpole on controlling all bureaucratic appointments 
that his eminent biographer J . B. Plumb says "no place was 
too small for his attention, no person too humble to be con- 
side red.1,2
the truth of this statement is evident in the sudden 
rise of Wugh Drysdale from military obscurity to political 
prominence* Bo historian has been able to discover what 
prompted Robert Walpole to entrust the government of England*s
1
B. Plumb, Sir Robert Walpole > The Klncr *s Minis ter 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1961), 98^99.
2
3largest and wealthiest colony to the untried hands of a neo­
phyte in the diplomatic service, in fact, this minor miracle 
of an appointment has been largely ignored by researchers of 
the period, perhaps the dearth of information regarding the 
person and career of Hugh Drysdale discouraged investigations 
in depth or even hypotheses. Unfortunately his life before 
that septesfcer day in 1722 when he assumed the office of 
Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia can only be scantily out­
lined*
Ireland was the birthplace of Hugh Drysdale, who was
the son of the archdeacon of Ossory*3 He matriculated at
Queen's College, Oxford, on June 26, 1688, and was a class-
4
mate o£ the Bishop of London, Edmond Gibson. By 1701 he
had determined upon a military career and was appointed En-
5
sign in Thomas Brudnell’s Regiment of Root in Jane 1701.
Army life must have suited Drysdale well for in December 
1709 he was promoted to Captain and Brevet Major in Colonel
^Charles Dalton, George the pirsfs Army. 1714-1737- 
(London, 1910-1912). I, 120.
Joseph Poster, aomp., Alumni Oxon-fensest The Members 
of the university of oxford, 1500il713 . . . (Oxford, 1891-
92), X, 427.
3Charles Dalton, ed., English Army Lists and Commiesion 
Registers. 1660-1714 (London, 1891-1904, reprinted 1900),
XXX, 373.
4Charles Churchill *s Marina Regiment; fey 1715 fee had reached 
the rank of Major in Churchill's Dragoons. On April 3,
1722, fee accented the Walpole appointment to nerve m  Lieu- 
tenant-Governor of Virginia* the afeaentee Governor was 
George Hamilton, Lord Orkney. He evidently approved of
Drysdale for he did not exercise the veto power granted to
**
all Chief Governors* Drysdale and his wife, Hester, sailed
to Hew England first, arriving finally in Virginia on Septem-
0
her 25, 1722. (They had a daughter man, birthdate unknown,
9
who later married a Virginian named william Herndon.}
During tils term of office Drysdale became 111 and applied 
for a leave of absence to return to England for treatments 
at Bath* Before fee could depart, death claimed him on duly 
22, 1726*
such is the brief biography of Hugh Drysdale* So 
many mysteries remain, when was fee born? What was his 
early education? when did fee move to England? What did fee
6 .Dalton, George•& Army, i, 1 2 0 .
7The name of Drysdale's wife appears in his will, 
dated Fefe* 22, 1721, P* C* C. Register, 255 Plymouth (Somerset 
House, London). Photostat at Colonial Williamsburg Research 
Department, Williamsburg, Virginia*
g
Date of arrival in Richard Morton, colonial Virginiaa 
Westward Expansion and Prelude to Revolution 1710-1763 
(Chapel Hill, I960), 11/ 400^491/
9
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography (189S-96),
319.
do between matriculation at oxford and bis entrance into the 
army? when did he marry Beater, and What was her genealogy? 
Were there children besides Ann? When was she born and
where? what qual if ications and experience did he have? Bow
did he gain inf luence with Walpole? Did he know Orkney per­
sonally? Bow- could a mere army major (unroentioned in memoirs 
and papers of contemporaries} inherit the choicest American 
colony to govern? These are intriguing questions, the an-* 
swers to which may fee hidden in dusty English archives, pri­
vate family papers, or lost in time.
Hugh Drysdale1® life can be reconstructed for examina­
tion and judgment, but only through analysis of the corres­
pondence and documents recorded during his term of office in 
Virginia.
through study of these sources this paper will try to 
answer many historical pussies. Attempts will be made to 
determine the relative positions of the Council, Burgesses, 
and Governor in the early eighteenth century and to disclose 
any alterations in their positions during Drysdale's adminis­
tration* changes in Virginia*® legal independence upon 
England and the character of Drysdale's relationship with 
the Board of Trade, parliament, and Virginia's legislative 
bodies will also receive examination* ‘The bulk of the 
thesis will analyse several problems which beset Governor
ddrysdale and the legislatIon created to solve them* Vir­
ginia’s Lieutenant-Governor had to face continued turmoil in 
the Anglican church and among the colony1a slaves, tobacco 
planters, and land speculators. With intelligence and mod­
eration he utilised his official powers and two General 
Assemblies to diminish his colony’s woes*
CHAPTER I
PMmMM'S FIRST HUNDRED DAYS AND THE MAY 1723 ASSEMBLY
When Hugh Drysdale swore allegiance by taking the 
oaths of Parliament on September 27, 1722, be assumed the 
office of Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia with a clear know­
ledge of his ob lif at ions to the home government* As the 
official liaison between crown and Colony, his was an author- 
itative post*' Drysdale automatically accepted varied roles* 
he was at once champion of the royal prerogative, adminis­
trator of Anglican Church affairs, chairman of the King*® 
colonial Council (with privilege of recommending new members), 
leader of Virginia’s military forces, Indian ambassador and 
negotiator, arbiter of the colonial judicial system, .local 
dispenser of patronage, and "charismatic" representative of 
George I.
Despite these multiple responsibilities, Drysdale 
probably felt no panic* Be, like any colonial governor, 
took comfort in the paper guardians with which he was equip­
ped to maintain an orderly government. He could rule com­
fortably because he had as guides the decrees of Far1lament, 
royal commissions, and the precedents established by former
7
a
instructions to governors. Moreover, he could wieId veto 
power to stop radical legislation yet could exercise some 
flexibility in adapting parliamentary legislation to fit 
Virginia's peculiar conditions* Thm new Lieutenant-Covernot 
understood bis job and began to administrate immediately 
after evaluating the body with which he would work most in­
timately.
Hugh Drysdale shrewdly assessed the delicate balance
■t
existing between the governor and Council. He faced a con­
sulting body that had gradually gained judicial and legis­
lative power, the Virginia upper house had maneuvered itself 
into co-administration in the general Court, in making polit­
ical appointments, in producing legislation, and in determin-
10
ing disposition of the duty on tobacco exported* it had 
managed to weather assaults directed against its domination 
by a few prominent families,11 an# coal# wtel# great Influence 
in its .political school— the Bouse of burgesses, .finally.
Council would readily pit a labyrinth of connections in 
England against the governor and his patrons in any power
10'
Richard Morton explains that this 2 shillings a 
hogshead tax and the quit rent revenue were the only two 
sources of income not under the legislature's control.
Colonial Virginia. XX, 411.
11
Spotswood battled unsuccessfully to destroy the 
Harwell family dominance In his Council, ibid.* 413.
struggle, As a political realist, Hugh Drysdale selected 
the safe course— the guarantee of peace. He decided not to 
carry the royal mace, alone,
following the swearing-in ceremony, Drysdale Issued a 
proclamation declaring his assumption of legal authority and 
announcing the continuation of all civil and military ser­
vants in their positions*^ Within three weeks he had mas­
tered colonial protocol, and grasped the tact necessary to 
handle the Council. The new governor formally asked whether
or not to dissolve the Assembly, as well as requesting advice
13on when to schedule a new session* He also inquired about 
the legal mode of dismissal and whether to- maintain, standard 
procedures in use since the administration of governor s&ott.14
in both these actions Drysdale displayed respect tor 
Virginia's upper house, and a recognition of its high status 
.and sensitivity. He profited from the conflicts that his 
predecessors tod sparked in trying to be miniature monarchs. 
Wisely he became Council's chief executor rather than its
12
M* R. Mcllwaine and Wilbur II* Hail, eds., Executive 
journals of the Council of Colonial Virginia (Richmond, 1925- 
45), IV, 191 Sept, 27, 1722, Governors * Correspondence with 
the Board of Trade and Plantations 1717-26, PRO CD 5/1319, 
ff. 82-84. Copy in Colonial Williamsburg Research Department.
13
On Oct. IS, 1722, council proclaimed the Assembly 
dissolved and announced an election of Burgesses to be held 
Dec, 5, 1722. EJCCV. 20.
14
Ibid.. 21, Council decided to preserve the old form,
10
prime competitor for power. He solidified this image and 
good, will during the following weeks when lie gave tacit 
approval 'to Council*s bold refusal to appoint the Earl of 
Orkney fs candidate* william Langley, as Solicitor General of 
Virginia. Before receiving this recommendation Council had’' 
given John Carter the poet, and consequently wrote Orkney that 
the job was no longer vacant*
h& autumn made way for dismal winter* Drysdale became 
emmersed in Virginia *» problems. Governor Spots wood's re-* 
port on Indian' affairs arrivedr settlers expected surveys of 
their land grants] Negro conspirators awaited trials for 
fomenting, an aborted insurrection; Spotswood requested an 
official testimonial praising his action in capturing the 
pirate Edward Teach and his crew; colonists demanded speed 
and incentives for settling the new counties of Brunswick 
and Spotsylvania; the Board of Trade and plantations in Eng­
land watched for a letter from their agent in Virginia,
Despite an official preoccupation with these and 
other domestic occurrences* Hugh Drysdale did find time to
15
be invested with the title "Vice-admiral of the Dominion*" 
an honor which increased the evidence of his official favor*
It was December 20, 1722* before Drysdale took quill
15Rec«lved title Oct. 23, 1722, in ibid.. 21-23.
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in hand to begin with the Board of Trade, that vital body 
which George I and his Councillora consulted in all colonial 
policy-making, "that Correspondence which his Majesties 
Service* and the duty of my office requires * The Cover** 
nor enclosed proceedings of the last session of the House of 
Burgesses and a ledger of royal revenues* Be also presented 
a plan for action on a petition sent in 1720 which asked for 
remission of quit.rents for ten years in Brunswick and 
Spotsylvania.
In effect* England*s long delay in answering this 
petition had seriously impeded settlement of these frontier 
counties* Drysdale reported that council had Just urged the 
Solicitor General in lug land to revive the matter, having 
decided unanimously that the quit rent suspension would 
actually increase revenue, trade., and border security in the 
long run *
Another segment of the Drysdale message from Virginia 
dealt with the Negro conspiracy, which the new governor had 
inherited along with a Jail full of prisoners* He told the 
Commissioners that some of the insurgents had been tried* 
while others remained under an indictment charging "Misdemeanors,"
16
Hugh Drysdale to Board of Trade, 005/1319, ft 82-84.
" a s * .
until the next General court command. He philosophized that 
the “impracticable attest® had succeeded only in increasing 
the Negroes1 chances for harsher subjugation by the next 
Assembly who could initiate punitive legislation. (Their 
prorogation would end May 9# 1723.)
Nonetheless Drysdale concluded his letter with the 
assurance that the colony was in “perfect tranquility.* His 
first hundred days in office passed with a disarming serenity 
that probably made the hieutenant-Governor view the forth­
coming General Assembly with confidence and equanimity.
One-third of 1721 passed before the scheduled May 
&ssead*ly, During this time prysdale *s actions molded condi­
tions which prevailed as the assembly convened, for he both 
promulgated royal decrees and transmitted colonial petitions 
to the home government .
No real emergencies .occurred. In January the colony
authorised her agent in England, Peter Leheup, to ask for
18consideration of legislation for improving tobacco. Then 
Lord Orkney vindicated council in its nomination of John 
Carter for Solicitor General by approving him and filing a 
formal re commend ation with the Board of Trade, ^
10
Jan- 13* 1723, Gov, cor. with B. of f„.# ££. 159-160.
i9Jan. 21, 1723, Journal of the Commissioners for Trade 
and Plantations. from January 1722-3 to December 1720 (London, 
1920), 66* Gov. Cor, with B, of T.# 005/1319, ff. 147-148.
& short time later, the post of secretary of Virginia 
fell vacant. When Carter was promoted to fill this position, 
Orkney granted Council complete authority in choosing a new 
Solicitor. From a crowd of contenders, william Byrd, Peter 
Leheup, and William Langley emerged as the favorites. Coun­
cil members finally selected Peter Leheup, who had served 
20
Virginia well.
While Council filled Drysdale's administrative vacancy
the Governor easily filled his pre-Assertoly work days, Be
grappled with the fate of the Negro conspirators, established
county peace commissions, planned river defenses, accepted
Alexander Spotwood's application for expenses incurred on his
trip to negotiate Indian peace* answered a plea from the
Tributaries and Tuscaroras to mediate a peace settlement*,
21
punished remiss justices, etc. His schedule never slack­
ened as May arrived.
The docket of the 1723 General Assembly proved crowded 
jammed not only with the potpourri of regular problems each 
session confronted* but laden with several important pieces 
of legislation to create and pass. Among the more routine 
bills werei acts for raising a public levy and for enlarging
20 „
Apr. 1* 1723, EJCCV. 29.
21Ibld.. 31-33.
14
jurisdiction of Williamsburg *s Hustings court? bills which
dissolved Wilmington parish* and divided St* Stephen's
parish? legislation confirming John Fox as owner of certain
tracts and granting Sarah Brechin five slaves in perpetuity?
acts for handling entailed estate®,*^ and for eonstracting
2 ^
chimneys for the capitol* ■
A small flurry undoubtedly rippled through the pro­
ceedings when one citissen, william Hopkins* refused to 
apologise for "abusing1* a Burgess* The lower House ordered 
the unfortunate rebel to be jailed and marched through the 
town* wearing this sign slashed across his chest?
For insolent Behaviour at the Bar of the House of 
Burgesses, when he was there as an offender and with 
obstinacy and contempt disobeying their order.
After undergoing censure, Hopkins delivered a House-prepared
apology and was released*^4
The Hopkins contempt case showed governor Drysdale,
Council, and the colonists that the Burgesses retained their
traditional implacability, in 1723, as in former years, the
22
William Waller Hening, comp*. The Statutes at Large? 
Being, a. .Collection of all, the Laws of Virginia from the First 
Session of the Legislature in the Year 1619*(Richmond, 1820),
IV, 118-141.
23
Summary Acts of Assembly in william and Mary 
ga&rterly, 1st ser., XXI (July 1912-Apr. 1913), 256.
13
House reacted violently to criticism leveled at its members 
and energetically defended its prestige, Us the only body 
directly selected by and responsible to its constituency, 
the House of Burgesses displayed a vigorous independence 
which had confounded and angered many of Drysdale•s predeces­
sors . Members believed that the House had certain inalien­
able rights to be honored and protected, such as power of 
the purse and partial legislative independence from England* 
as long as these rights were respected, as long as each 
branch of colonial government recognised its position, the 
Burgesses foresaw a smooth and successful Assembly.
As if to dispel all unspoken doubts, Governor Drysdale 
addressed the Council and Burgesses on May 10, 1723* stand­
ing before the joint session he promised to extend a "helping 
hand" on all legislation submitted, and declared his Intention 
to safeguard the Grown*a prerogative* nonetheless, he pre­
faced this loyalty oath with the guarantee of preserving 
"you in the full possession of those Rights and properties 
you now enjoy," making "the haws the Rule and Measure of all 
my Actions ^
25
H. D- to Assembly, May 10, 1723, Gov* Cor* with B* 
of T*, <305/1319, ff. 107—108f Cecil Beadlam, ed., Calendar 
of State Papers, Colonial Series (America and west Indies) 
(London, 1860-1939), XXXIII (1722-23), 254* H* R* Mcllwaine, 
Journals of the House of Burgesses of Virginia, 1619-1776 
(Richmond, 1925-45), 1712-1726, p* 360*
16
With no more formalities, Drysdale turned his attention 
to the lower House. He outlined some definite problems to be 
covered during the succeeding weeks, and interjected observa­
tions on existing laws and direct criticisms.
The first matter the Governor proposed was that the 
Council and House revise Virginia’s import duty program after 
completing action on more pressing concerns. Hext he launched 
a searing attack upon “deficient*' laws for punishing insur­
rections and suggested an immediate analysis of present laws*
As a logical defensive accompaniment, Drysdale recommended 
strengthening the militia which to his eyes appeared as 
“hitherto useless** lastly he mentioned the terrible state 
of the tobacco trade and urged the Burgesses to find proper 
“expedients agreeable to the interest of the Crown> and 
those concerned in the Trade.1,26
Shortly thereafter, the Lieu tenant--Governor received 
a gracious reply* Edmund Jennings, Council President, spoke 
for both houses. Be expressed Virginia’s “satisfaction* in 
the king’s choice of Drysdale and in the Governor’s “mild 
and just administration** Be wedded the aims of the Assembly 
and the Governor, and prophesired continued peace because of
26Ibid.
the example of Drysdale1a “obliging Temper, a unbiased 
integrity**1247
With cordial relations established, the General 
Assembly got down to business* Wo important message came 
from the Governor for a week. Then on May 16, Speaker 
Bobertsoa read a note to the Burgesses from Hugh Drysdale. 
Enclosed were Alexander Spotswood's Indian treaty, and a 
strongly worded appeal to- legislate against the Negro con­
spirators, who were audaciously threatening their prosecutors
28
even from their prison cells.
On the same day Drysdale wrote to the Board of Trade, 
acquainting them of Peter Leheup*s appointment as Solicitor 
General. He also transmitted copies of his May 10 speech to 
the Assembly and that body’s reply. He included one surprise 
passagei Drysdale gossiped about Alexander Spotswood *s 
flourishing iron works, the public interest this manufactur­
ing was arousing, and the flexible prices charged. He 
neither praised nor censured the infant industrial attempt
but simply reported to his overseers the complete Virginia
28scene— economic, political, and social*
H. D. to B. of T.» May 16, 1723, 005/1319, ff. 104-105 s 
also in CSP. XXXIII. 254.
28JHB. 1712-1726. p. 367.
H. ». to B. Of T., May 16, 1723, 005/1319, ff. 104-105.
Major legislation reached the Council ©n May 30. The 
Executive minutes record that the Councilors sent the Burgee** 
see a report on merchant objections to the law taxing slaves 
and liquor* along with instructions for complete analysis' of 
the legislation.^® The upper house also entertained Governor 
Dryadale, who asked that a regular schedule for holding the 
courts of oyer and Terminer be established. Be suggested 
biannual sessions in June and December, "for the more speedy 
Tryal of persons committed for Capitol crimes.1* admitting 
that judges residing in remote areas often were not summoned 
to trials in time to reach the bench, the Council heartily 
approved the Governor’s plan.31
During the same week the Burgesses were occupied with
deciding whether to grant Drysdale *s petition for ^  100 to
repair the magazine and palace arms. They also completed
consideration of the "act for the better and more effectual
32improving the staple of tobacco, 11 which they passed and 
sent to Council for its decision.
On June 20, the day that Governor Drysdale announced 
the prorogation of the Assembly until November 7, council
30May 30, 1723, EJCCV. 40.
31Ibld., 42.
32JHB. 1712-1726. pp. 380-382.
19
evaluate a committee report on the tobacco law*. President
Edmund Jennings, Commissary James Blair, Philip La dwell, and
peter Beverley presented a juridical and logical case for
33approving the bill. council could not refuse assent* With 
the acceptance of this final piece of legislation, Council 
entertained the Burgesses and Governor for a last joint ses­
sion*
On this closing day of Hugh Drysdale *s first General
Assembly, he signed into law this impressive list of laws
34which Bouse of Burges® minutes recorded!
An Act for Laying a Duty on Liquors and Slaves*
An Act for the Settling and better Regulation of the 
Militia.
An Act for reviving the Act intitued an Act for Secu­
rity & Defence of the Country in times of Danger*
An Act directing the Trial of Slave© committing 
Capital Crimes and for the more effectual punishing 
Conspiracies a insurrections of them and for the better 
Government of Negros Mulatto© and Indians bond or free* 
An Act for the better and more Effectual ii^provtng the 
Staple of Tobacco.
An Act for the better securing the payment of Levies 
a Restraint of vagrant and Idle people and for the more 
effectual discovery and prosecution of person© having 
Bastard Children.
An Act for the Transportation of Dick and other Negro 
Slaves*
An Act appointing a Treasurer and impowering him to 
receive the Money© in the hands of the late Treasurer* 
An Act for raising a public Levy*
33EJCCV, 45-46.
34JHB. 17X2-1726. p. 395.
An Act for Enlarging the Jurisdiction ©f the Coart of 
Hustings in the City of Willlamsburc within the 
Limits thereof*
An Act for Dividing St* stephene parish in the county 
of King and Queen*
m Act for dissolving the parish of Wil&tnoton in the 
Counties of James City and Charles City and Adding the 
the same to other parishes *
An Act for confirming the Title of John Fox Cent * to 
Certain Lands formerly purchased of the Pamunky Indians 
An Act for Vesting the asee Simple Estate of certain 
intailed Lands in William Merrlwether Gent And for 
Vesting five Negro Slaves therein Mentioned in Sarah 
Brechin and her Heirs of her body*
An Act for Vesting the ssee simple Estate of certain 
Entailed Lands in Peirce Battler and Paulin Anderson 
and for Vesting other Lands therein Mentioned in 
Robert Stubblefield in feetall*
Before dismissing the Assembly* the Lieutenant-Gover- 
nor formally expressed his great pleasure with the conduct of 
the legislators* when he declared "banished from your consul­
tations' all heats and D i v i s i o n s . C a l l i n g  the laws produced 
"good and wholesome* " Drysdale praised them for "equally** up­
hold ing the royal prerogative and "advancing" the welfare of 
Virginia's colonists.^ The Governor reaffirmed that he 
would rule within the structures of law, and guaranteed that 
a similar policy by the Council and Burgesses would bring 
about the necessary "firm and lasting foundation of Peace and 
right understanding* what he asked of the colonial
35Xbld. 
37ibld.
36U > M -
administrators was that they Inject into their communities 
the spirit of cooperation that had permeated the Assembly 
session* Drysdale then became the “charismatic** chief exec­
utive, exhorting Virginians to “preserve the peace, " “cul­
tivate Union" and “promote the public good.,,3a Simultaneously 
as the champion of George I and .English law, he urged his 
audience to “be active in Encouraging Loyalty and Obedience 
to King George patronise Virtue punish Vice and duly execute
3<a
the Laws that govern you.
With these phrases ringing through the crowded Council 
chamber, the 1723 Assembly ended* Members traveled homeward, 
proud of their collective accomplishments, and firm in their 
fellow®hip* Most important they left convinced that Governor 
Hygh Drysdale was a man of granite integrity who could balance 
Imperial aims and colonial needs with comforting ease and 
rare skill. All awaited the next session with trust and 
without fear*
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Eight®enth-century Virginia was not a replica of, or
a “new** transplanted England* Her tobacco economy, her
relatively primitive civilisation, and her independent atti­
tudes differed from those of the mother country* But despite 
the development of colonial mutations, there remained one 
stable institution uniting England and Virginia— the Anglican 
Church* Significantly, that church retained its official 
position and vigor in Virginia although the colony was under 
the jurisdiction of no diocese* with no bishop to wave a 
pastoral staff at his far-removed flock, the colonists had 
assumed control of the Virginia Church* The traditional 
twelve member boards which managed parish funds and charity 
works— the vestries— simply became self-perpetuating* They 
selected their ministers and dangled salaries and benefices, 
denying most clergy both tenure and the promise of steady in­
come* The ranks of ministers willing to come to Virginia, 
or to remain there, dwindled,
To eliminate pastoral vacancies and report on church 
affairs, the Bishop of London appointed a deputy for the
22
colony* This Church guardian, the Commissary, came with 
little actual power and just the nebulous order to promote 
church interests. He was not even the area captain, but was 
subordinate to a civil superior, the governor. Among the 
many caps donned by Virginia1® chief executive was a mitre, 
for each governor automatically became an ♦'Ordinary11 or 
ecclesiastical administrator* To him was given power to in­
stall clergy permanently, if he had the audacity to make the 
vestries present their appointees for induction.
By the time of the administration of Hugh Drysdale 
no governor was able to dominate the vestries. The vestries 
kept granting clergy their material benefits of office at 
will. They disregarded the custom of induction, which would 
have formally guaranteed the minister his place and income, 
for years Alexander Spotswood had battled them but merely in­
curred their hostility and the eranity of Commissary James 
Blair, who upheld them*
The climax of Spotswood's attempts to prove that the 
governor had the right to induct ministers came in 1*71®. Be 
upbraided James Blair for accepting the pastorate of Bruton 
parish Church without applying to the governor for official 
permission, crusty Commissary Blair held that the governor*® 
right to induct was limited to filling vacancies left for 
six months or longer. He maintained that vestries could
24
appoint ministers daring the first six months following open* 
ing of the post. Both men were stubborn and intractable and 
'so spotswood refused to induct Blair,
Xwo years later spotswood and his Council reconciled 
their varied disputes-. They entered the Independent action 
of Bruton Parish vestry as a test case to be tried by the
40
General Court and appealed to the crown* ' Spotswood wanted 
to assert his authority and felt that the clergy lacked 
proper job stability? Blair feared that any vindication of 
the governor*® prerogative would increase Spotwood•$ arbi­
trary tendencies and decrease the Commissary’s power*
legally neither 'man- won, for Spotswood was removed in 1722
41and the case was dismissed. However, in actuality Blair 
had triumphed, for conditions remained unchanged.
Hugh Drysdale could have followed spotswood*® lead 
and waged a new governor’s crusade* instead he determined 
to let the tacit truce continue until he had some royal 
directions as new ammunition* commissary Blair, an admirer 
of Drysdale, climbed over the fence completely. Speaking as 
the governor’s supporter he wrote to Drysdale*® old oxford
40incident explained in Morton, Colonial America* XX,
468-469.
41Xbid., 469.
classmate, Edmund Gibson, Bishop of London. Blair said that 
unlike previous governors who had ♦’connived41 to keep induc­
tions rare, “our Present Letut* Governor Major Dryadall is 
of himself very willing to redress it /the situation/ yet he 
thinks- it not prudent to do it without an instruction from
his Majesty to that purpose* X hope your Lordship will con- 
42
aider of it**
when no royal pronouncements came, Drysdale simply 
ignored most vacancies, including ten that existed at the 
time Blair had written the Bishop* Philip a. Bruce contends 
that Drysdale even failed to exercise the uncontested right 
to appoint clergy after a six month vacancy* Bruce charges 
that “the curious spectacle was presented, on more than one 
occasion, of Commissary Blair, the staunch supporter of the 
vestries’ right to choose every incumbent rebuking him 
/prysdalg/ for his shortcoming in this respect
Later correspondence proves the governor’s continual 
concern over Church problems of all types* xn august 1722 the 
Society for the Propagation of Christian Knowledge replied to
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Philip Alexander Bruce, History of .Virginia, colonial 
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an April letter of the governor and James Blair. The society 
agreed that William and Mary College would be the prime 
source to produce future clergy for Virginia, and stressed 
Commissary Blair's favor in England. As if to placate some 
prior petition the letter stated that the Bishop of London 
"seems fully convinced of the Expediency of having Suffragan 
Bishops on your Side of the Water, and if Mr* Blair were on 
this Side now, 1 believe he could not return without such a 
Character if he would accept it.“^4
Three months later Drysdale began a direct correspond 
dence with the Bishop of London. The first letter, written 
on Hovember 26, 1723, ostensibly sought to renew his mitre* 
But one more purpose appeared when Drysdale launched into an 
enthusiastic defense and glowing recommendation of James 
Blair, victim of "assaults of ill tongues," but a cleric "on 
whose truth and integrity i assure your Lordship may intirely 
d e p e n d i f  Drysdale wanted to win trust for Blair, his 
character reference helped; but if his aim was to create an. 
American bishop, then these efforts failed. Whatever the 
purpose, Drysdale established cordial relations with his 
ecclesiastical superior.
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fhe Lieutenant-Governor also created good will b$ 
clever domestic diplomacy. He became the champion of reli­
gious tolerance in Virginia,. In May 1725 Protestant dissen-
ter© who agreed to prescribed oath© gained free exercise of
46
their religion. Moreover, Drysd&l© encouraged Council to 
consider permitting dissenters to establish houses of worship 
under the act of toleration.
fhe shortage of clergy remained Drysdale*© constant 
headache, in duly of 1724 he appointed a minister named 
Garcia, a nominee of Gibson, to the best unstaffed parish in 
Virginia. In reporting bach to the Bishop, Drysdale took 
the opportunity to complain of numerous vacancies and the 
resultant by-product— proselytizing by "sectaries.* He also 
transmitted and personally upheld a plea by French Protes­
tants: in Virginia for a French minister
Gibson paid heed to the Governor*s woes# On May 31, 
1725, Drysdale wrote to thank him for filling three benefices 
in Virginia, in the same letter he was forced to jeopardize 
their cordial relationship by denying jobs to two of the 
bishop*© candidates for appointment in the customs service-
46
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Delicately the Governor explained that one Hr* Grasly had
neither the social prestige nor financial resources that
were necessary to secure a post as naval officer or customs
c o l l e c t o r M o r e o v e r *  his stock of jobs to distribute as
patronage did not include customs positions and Mr. Butter-
worth* the other office seeker, would have to apply to Com*
40
misaioners of Customs in England. $he remainder of the 
letter contained polite apologies and assurances that 
Virginia*a Governor was ever ready to serve his ecclesias­
tical superior.
Drysdale had little time to dwell on any possible 
displeasure he might arouse in Gibson because he had other 
Church troubles* fhe major problem was a nasty scandal in­
volving two ministers in isle of Wight county. Commissary 
Blair first censured the two in a letter to the Bishop of 
bondon in May 1724. Blair berated them as “scandalous for
drunkenness and fighting and quarreling publicly, in their 
SO
drink.*1 Mere tales about the men circulated until their 
uproarious conduct spurred the vestries into- action. On dune 
10, 1725, the council Journal recorded that the vestries of
4  8
May 31, 1725, ibid.
49Ibid.
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their respective parishes had filed charges of "notorious
immoralities and other offenses.,,5i The hearing that followed
on June 11, was authorised by Council because the normal pre-
sidinf official, commissary James Blair, was temporarily
devoid of authority* He -was awaiting Bishop Gibson'a renew*
al of his appointment and so declined to handle the matter*
Witnesses for both the clergy and the vestries appeared.
Finally the two accused, Worden and Baylie, admitted guilt
and agreed to leave Virginia, in the case of Thomas Baylie,
a full year*s severance pay was granted after Governor
Drysdale discovered that the minister*® family was poverty
52 ■
stricken and debt ridden.
Church of England affairs remained in Drysdale*s 
correspondence until the very month he died. On July 10,
1726, he sent a lengthy report on gene nil conditions in Vir~ 
ginia to- his mentors*— the Board of Trade. One section was 
devoted to an official replay of the Wo rd e n ~B ay 1 ie scandal, 
which simultaneously revealed that the Vestry vs. Governor 
question stood unresolved* with satisfaction he ei^phasired 
that the offensive clergy were re moved "without entring into 
that disputed point of the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction which
June 10, 1725, EJCCV. 88-89.
52Ibid.. 89.
is claimed by the Bishop of London, and by the General Court 
of this country." .Be included a final plea that the long 
existing controversy "is very fitt to bee settled one way or 
other, whenever your bordshipps more weighty affairs shall 
permit your attention to this and other matters relating to 
the Church in this Colony.
By casually dumping the church power struggle onto 
the collective conscience of the Board of Trade, Hugh toys— 
dale exposed his own philosophy. Be had administered with 
the firm notion that where predecessors had failed, he would 
not. Be would propagate peace by elevating the governor to 
"charismatic" mediator, thus leaving religious controversy 
to be settled by the king or the Board of Trade* Be never 
tried to ignore Virginia.1® ecclesiastical concerns, but he 
did attempt to preserve truces* Alexander Spotswood had 
shown him that the governor-*® prestige could not be increased 
by attacking colonial governing bodies, be they burgesses, 
council, or vestries* Be simply trusted that patience and 
placetion would create a harmony and cohesive spirit that 
would bind Virginia to England in a tighter filial embrace* 
Bobbing but progress for both could follow. Hugh Drysdale gov 
erned in the comfort of that belief until his premature death.
53Go v . Cor. With the B. Of T. 1726-1735. 005/1320,
££. 60-69( also in CSE. XXXV (1726-27), p. 114-115.
CHAPTER III
mmsim s  m &  m  slave toade legislation
Shortly before Hugh Drysdale sailed to Virginia penin­
sula to replace Alexander Spotswood as Lieutenant-Governor, 
a conspiracy of Megro slaves was discovered* By tithe time the 
new Governor*a ship dropped anchor* Williamsburg's jail bulged 
with captured insurgents* Left to be determined was an e.ffec~ 
tive method of punishing these slaves while deterring other 
future rebellions* The Governor and colonial officials 
accepted this challenge*
Before his first month in office had elapsed Hugh 
Drysdale advised council that the prisoners could only be
i
charged with "misdemeanors, * and not the more serious "high 
treason** because the Attorney General had concluded that they
54
were "only Negros, and those not Christians.w nonetheless 
he recognised the probable danger of releasing them to roam 
the colony and consequently denied them the privilege of bail*
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The very first letter Drysdale wrote to his "review 
hoard,* the Board of Trade, contained an analysis of the 
attempted uprising* The slave plan was ambitious and malev­
olent with the intent "to cutt off their masters and possess 
themselves of the country* 11 However, the Governor belittled 
the conspiracy, dismissing it as "foolish" and "impractic­
able.w He reported that some leaders had been tried while 
others awaited the next General court session, "in expecta­
tion of further proofe.*1 In summation, Drysdale predicted 
harsher treatment for the lot of slaves as a general effect 
of the Hegroes1 plot to conquer their white owners.'56
As for the prisoners, by the end of April, 1723, the 
prosecution in Virginia had not amassed sufficient legal 
evidence to condemn or to risk release of the instigators.^
Such was the situation when the May Assembly convened.
The lawmakers heard Governor Drysdale not only urge legal de­
terrents to rebellion, but also promote a strong offensive 
militia "able to show themselves terrible to your slaves, 
formidable to the Indians and in a readiness to Oppose All 
Enemies that dare presume to Molest you.” Clearly fee had no
56H. D. to B . Of T., Dec. 20, 1722, 005/1319, ff. 82-84? 
CSP. XXXIII, 191-192.
57Apr. 26, 1723, EJCCV, 31-33.
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sympathy for the slaves, whom he labelled "wretches *’ with 
"cruel Natures.,,s8 He accused the prisoners of threatening 
the men who uncovered the rebellion scheme and demanded that 
the Negroes not escape punishment
She General Assembly concurred with the Governor and 
passed acts for bolstering the militia and colony defenses 
as well'as a law settling deportation of a chief conspirator
|j» A
Dick and other slaves• But action did not end there. The 
assembly also voted a tax on liquor and slaves and a compre­
hensive legal directive covering better government of 
Negroes, slave trials (for capital crimes) and punishments
ft i
of conspiracy and revolt.* "
in a letter to the Board of Trade, Hugh Drysdale ex­
plained and defended each of these lawss he argued that the 
act to strengthen the Virginia militia was merely a revision 
of a 1703 regulation. New provisions required officer® to 
take an oath to the King, demanded fines for negligence, 
raised the enlistment age to 2 1, and made exerted men furnish
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a substitute equipped with horse- The law to secure the 
colony’s defenses was also an expansion of an earlier ruling 
and had proven vitally necessary since its initiation in 1709* 
The act deporting Pick and other slaves had both pre­
ventive and disciplinary purposes. Although acquitted for 
lack of substantial evidence, the conspirators were taken 
away from Virginia to discourage other revolts, to serve as 
examples to would-be imitators, and because separation from 
their families was "almost as terrible as death itt self*"
The recent conspiracy scare had also made necessary a 
bill to try slaves who committed capital crimes- Drysdale 
hoped that by Its passage all slave rebellions would be en­
ded. He delighted in its scope, and the "good -and wholesome 
regulations fox their /Negroes/ better government, '* which 
included restriction of "unlawful! Assembly®tt and provision 
for Negros to give evidence "against those of their own Con-*, 
dition, and colour.1*
Drysdale devoted the most effort to defending the tax 
on liquor and slaves - He cited a precedent for its proposal. 
Between 1710-17IB Virginia enforced a i 5 per head tax on 
Negroes; this newly revised act imposed a duty of only 40 s. 
per in^orted slave (s£ 3 lower). Moreover, the act was sorely 
needed to replenish an "exhausted" Treasury and to compensate 
for a vitiated Tobacco revenue. The Governor emphasized the
35
need to atm the militia and protect Virginia against **foreign 
invasions* and "intestine commotions of slaves.** Only the 
head tax* together with a penny duty on cyder, beer* or ale* 
and 4 pence on wine and spirits* coaid salvage the colony*a 
finances (no duty would be charged ©a liquor shipped directly 
from Great Britain).
Confidently Drysdale viewed the act as a more modest 
version of a former /and approved/ law and said he had no 
reason to anticipate any "obstruction** therefore he ex­
pressed his approval to the Board of Trade* but disclosed one 
cautious limitation* Ever the defender of royal prerogative, 
he suspended the law until April 1* 1714, in order to give 
■the king time to review and perhaps reject it*6*
what Drysdale and the Assembly planned was to decrease
the number of negroes in Virginia by deporting some, and by
restricting slave trade* They were thwarted in both aims*
First, Parliament repealed a 1720 law which revised treatment
of convicts, servants, and slaves while checking clandestine
63transportation? second* the angry lobbying of British mer­
chants had forced Virginia1^  legislation taxing liquor and
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slaves to be deferred to the privy Council.
when Virginia pressed the tax on liquor and slaves 
she opened Pandora's box. Bristol merchants and slave traders 
fought fiercely to defeat the measure* The African Company, 
remembering Virginia#s earlier law, refused to allow a second 
stoppage of its profitable slave marketing* ironically, con­
scientious Drysdale had given the flesh sellers and liquor 
salesmen time to destroy a law which the colony had "So much 
at heart.
Protests to the act imposing a duty on liquor and 
slaves took varied forms. Bristol merchants swamped the 
Board of Trade with desperate petitions One of their num~ 
her, Richard Harris, accused the Burgesses of taking money to 
pay excessive salaries from bounties intended to reward manu­
facturers of hemp and tar* The writer insisted that the new 
duties would be used to refill the bounty fund "which the 
Burgesses have Broke into, for no reason that % know of, but 
because they think Money better pay than Tobacco . . *
^4Act voided Apr. 30, 1724. Feb. 21, 1724, in C05/1319, 
ff, 165-166 *
65June 29, 1723, OOP <0,319, ff. 111-117.
66Gov. Cor. with B. of T., 005/1319, ff. 126-127.
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Hext, Richard Harris, allying himself with Virginia1® 
opposition, composed a quietly searing attack upon the tax 
bill and sent it to the Board of Trade.
The case was cleverly constructed* Harris began first 
by explaining the onerous burdens of the importer which led 
him to sell his black cargo.at a price "under their first 
cost in Africa*" From this he argued that the planter in the 
colonies received the "sole benefit of the slave," making the 
proposed duty "a load and an oppression on the navigation of 
their Mother Country," Next Harris perverted past history 
by assailing the earlier tax on liquor and slaves which had 
halted the Negro trade completely. He exposed it as a plot 
by the "overgrown" planter to "disable” smaller colleagues 
and to rob England of Virginia*a exclusive tobacco trade.
He ranted about the damage to English seamen and navigation 
if the colonies managed to expand their European markets be­
yond Great Britain, and raved on that any new duty should be 
imposed on the colony itself, not the "Mother Country, and the 
Navigation belonging there.” Posing as the defender of mer­
cantilism Harris ended his denunciation of the proposed tax 
with pleas to stop such "encroachments" by the colonies
which "prejudice” England and "breach” the obligations owed
68to the motherland.
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Finally, the African Company, chief purveyors of 
slaves to the colonies, filed a forma! request to present 
their objections before any Board of Trade decision on the 
act.6^
Three months passed before the Board of Trade and 
plantations* minutes carried discussion of Virginia’s act to 
tax imported liquor and slaves. On November 12, members 
heard the correspondence of the African Con^aay and Mr. 
Harris. They summoned both protesters to hearings, and re— - 
quested the attendance of Virginia’s colonial agent, Mr. 
Leheup. What resulted was a resounding defeat for the Vir­
ginia Assembly and her Governor, formalised in the April 1724 
Order of icing in Council which repealed the act and commanded 
the Governor never "on any pretence whatever" to approve any
bill of "this kind" without a suspension clause to await the
70monarch’s assent. The Board of Trade issued their instruc­
tions of repeal to Hugh Drysdale on May 19.^  All that re­
mained was for Virginia to officially surrender* In late 
October, 1724, the Executive Council of the colony announced
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royal repeal of the duty on liquor and slave®. The Cover-
73nor*® proclamation followed on October 27, 1724.
Although George 1 invalidated the tax on April 30, 
1724, in Virginia the act wa® enforced between the date sus­
pension ceased— April 1, 1724, and the time in late October 
when the Governor issued a proclamation of repeal throughout 
the colony. Consequently, during these six months the of­
ficials collected duty which the importers later tried to 
redeem. At the Court of St. James, Robert wales disclosed 
that one ship, the "Commerce*' of Bristol, had paid duty on
slaves while the act was void, and had later been refused a 
74
refund* Several merchants of Bristol complained to the
Board of Trade that Virginia naval officers had collected 
75the head tax.- To soothe ruffled tongues and feathers, 
Drysdale fulfilled instructions to render an explanation and 
mulled over orders to estimate tax money procured.
To satisfy the Board and merchant traders, Virginia’s 
Governor submitted a concise narrative of one incident* the
Oct. 27, 1724, EJCCV. 75.
^Proclamation by B. D., CO5/1319, 217.
74Jan. 29, 1725, Ibid.. ff. 272-276.
75P«?b. 24, 1725, JBT&P. 212-220? CSP. XXXV, 93 , 94.
Bristol "Commerce" sailed into the York River on April 30, 
1724, carrying a full cargo of' 2-31 'Negro slaves under con­
signment to Augustine Moore. One week after arrival naval 
officer william Robertson recorded the vessel’s entrance and 
called for a total of Jo462 head tax. Augustine Moore "drew 
a note" upon Virginia’s treasurer John Holloway and paid the 
duty, shortly after Robertson accepted the money several 
slaves died, and so the note was decreased to sf 450. By 
early June the king’s nullification became known and Augus­
tine Moore applied 25 times or more to regain the duty he 
had paid. Treasurer Holloway refused, stating that he "could
not nor would not" return the funds. Without editorial com-
76ment, Drysdale affixed his signature.
Virginia may have surrendered to the king and mer­
chants on the slave and liquor levy, but Drysdale salvaged 
some partial victories. At the second Assembly of his Admin­
istration, Drysdale * s address told Burgesses that the voided 
legislation* like its earlier precedent, would have "a very 
good Effect to make those Assemblies more Easy to the country 
by Lessening the Levy and Poll But the interferring interest 
of the African Company has deprived us of that Advantage and 
has obtained a Repeal of that Law." However, he urged them
76 June, 1725, 005/1319, ft. 272-276.
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to propose a duty on liquors alone, saying that it was
"Expressly recommended In my instructions” and would almost
certainly be approved in England*11"  The Assembly concurred
and passed "an act for laying a duty on l i q u o r s , w h i c h  the
79Board of Trade confirmed because the revenue would be spent 
for hiring Masters for the college of William and Mary, for 
repairing the Capitol, for salaries of new officials In that 
season the legislator® also amended a bill concerning treat**
OA
ment servants, convicts, and slaves*
London had merely won a battle, not the war, Virginia 
wa® learning to manipulate and legislate in self-defense— a 
talent that wou&d make her a leader among colonies in the 
later years of the eighteenth century. And in this case Hugh 
Brysdale instigated and encouraged Virginia’s step toward 
legal autonomy.
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CHAPTER W
drysdale mx> tobacco mswrnvmn
Bound within the at if Xing confines of mercantilism, 
Virginia in 1722-26 was primarily a one product colony. 
England had found it m a t  advantageous to encourage tobacco 
planting and require its exportation to her harbors for dis­
persal to the markets of Europe, Th© "vile weed” had become 
so important in the Old Dominion that tobacco often served 
as currency and was accepted widely in payment of gulf rents 
and clerical salaries# Tobacco— harvests, quality, and sale 
•--determined Virginia's economic barometer# As the dominant 
crop in the colony*s economy, tobacco crises constituted 
major concerns of each succeeding governor# The quiet admin­
istrator, Bugh Drysdale, did not escape tobacco turmoil.
Amid gracious opening remarks to the Bay 1723 Assembly, 
Drysdale bluntly called the tobacco trade *languishing,» and 
"almost destroyed** by "frauds and abuses that are lately 
crept Info it** Be exhorted the Council and Burgesses to 
find a solution that would serve both Crown and colonists.^
slMay 10, 1723, JHB&P. 360, CSV. XXXXXX, 254, May 10, 
1723, 005/1319, ff, 107-108.
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What fete Assembly ultimately created was a bill de~ 
signed to prevent North Carolina tobacco from entering Vir­
ginia, 82 and *an act for fete tetter and more effectual 
improving fete staple of tobacco. *’83 Careful investigation 
preceded passage of these laws. On June 20, Council heard 
its distinguished committee report on fete act to improve 
tobacco. Edmund Jennings, J a m s  Blair, Philip bud we 11, and 
Peter Beverley intelligently disclosed both fete evils this 
law would erase, and the steps necessary to eliminate various 
abuses* They also- sought to disprove some fears that fete act 
would harm fete king•s interests and England *e trade*
To underscore fete necessity of composing new tobacco 
legislation Ceuoeil’s subcommittee carefully listed existing 
abases to remedy* false packing, overproduction, sale of 
second quality tobacco, customs frauds in England, dishonest 
receivers, etc. Such bad practices had collectively joined 
to lower tobacco prices below survival levels and to engender 
new manufacturing plans*
Cleverly the Council analysis stressed prospective 
troubles for Croat Britain— loss of tobacco trade and
Indus trial rivalry from fete colony. As a logical preventive 
measure they suggested a quantity limit of 6,000 tobacco 
plants for all fcithable people, 1,000 plants for males be­
tween ages 10 and 16, and 10,000 plants for single house** 
holders with no servants or slaves*
in addition to its preventive character, there were 
several other reasons for passage of the tobacco law, which 
the report developed, A restriction upon tobacco production 
would decrease the surplus choking fete market and ultimately 
boost prices? this bill would control quality, thereby redu­
cing the amount of bad tobacco, temptation to cultivate poor 
soil, and wasteful agricultural methods* with only good 
tobacco available the public could no longer be defrauded by 
trash mixtures, adulterated and weighted with sand, dirt, and 
water* contrary to some objections voiced, fete proposed 
legislation promised to augment and not decrease fete king’s 
customs' revenue. By eliminating: overproduction and producing 
high grade tobacco, customs value would increase (fine tobacco 
grown on good land was heavier, and customs fees were based 
not on quantity of hogsheads but on weight) * A revitalised 
tobacco trade would attract more settlers to Virginia and 
discourage manufacturing plans unfavorable and competitive 
to England . The final argument proffered is? defense of 
Virginia’s 1723 tobacco law was its brief three year term
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and royal option to shorten even this period.
After hearing the committee *s completely cogent and 
sensible study of the tobacco law, Council noted its approval* 
nine days later governor Drysdale reported to his mentors— the 
Board of Trade • Bis long letter contained capsule reviews of 
the .major laws passed by the General Assembly, in discussing 
the tobacco law, Brysdale referred the Board to the committee 
report recorded in the Council Journals. Then he reiterated 
the suspension clause (preventing enforcement until April 1, 
1734), which was designed to allow time for royal approbation, 
without supporting the bill he did observe that the “present** 
low price of tobacco had created widespread discontent and 
that England *e failure to ratify the legislation would 
force Virginia's turn to manufacturing
Suspending judgment, the Board of Trade considered 
Virginia*s tobacco law* At their meeting of November 12, the 
Board sent a copy of the legislation to lawyer Hichard west, 
requesting hie opinion of its legality.86 Meanwhile* in
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June 20, 1723, e j c c v . 45-46.
85 Jane 29, 1723, 005/1319, ff. 111-117; CSP. XXXIII, 
296-301.
86Journal of. the. Commissioners for Trade .and Planta­
tions from January 1722^3 to December 1728 (London, 1928),
47* {hereafter referred to as JBT&P*)
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Virginia pleas for assent to the bill continued, council 
minutes on December 11, 1723 asked that the Attorney and 
Receiver generals toe permitted to sell quit rent tobacco at 
the most convenient time of year*87
By February 1724, Lieutenant-Governor Drysdale had 
reviewed the existing situation * He concluded that Virginia 
suffered under inexpedient tobacco laws and royal instruc­
tions to the Governor* For survival Virginia petitioned for 
new 'methods,- especially for the sale of quit rent tobacco* 
in a sympathetic letter to the Board of Trade, Brysdale tooth 
revealed and defended the colony's departure from obsolete 
measured* Be explained that England's order to sell all the 
tobacco in one auction in April had become injurious to Vir­
ginia * Buyers united to "beat down the price” while further 
crop devaluation resulted because of a transport problem#
Boat vessels boasted full cargos long befofe the April auction 
date* What resulted, as the king's revenue officers found, 
was a "great discouragement to its /quit rent tobacco/ sale*”
At the collectors* urging, the colony requested an earlier 
sale for the quit rent tobacco.88 Brysdale moved in full 
support by recalling that Parliament had passed a bill^hiLdi^
t o b a c c o  \*%f eif-itr*' Jane. i , Tk.i*  it At iok* <?eo Co <4 \L  _)'€%£ L,
Anj-k/L ,^ /m, £/<€ ^'oh jfi weaKsr "th't ptckH'o <5&Ie and* 'tire JtLn'b A .^ d ,I tK .^,
87EJCCV. 59.
88Feb. 14, 1724, 005/1319, ft, 167-168.
In Bay 1724, the Board of Trade acknowledged Virginia’s 
petitions by advising the Governor to adhere "strictly” to 
his instructions concerning sale of quit rent tobacco. With­
out censure the Board commented that Virginia had changed the 
sale date* One brief message merely warned the planters to 
provide advance notice of the tobacco marketing*88
The fate of the tobacco law remained nebulous in of­
ficial correspondence until duly 1724* Its.acceptance becomes 
clear when Brysdale mentioned to the Board of Trade that "the 
balance by the quit-rents has been much increased by reviving 
the antlent method of sale of the quit-rent tobacco,” in the
same letter he revealed reduction of the huge tobacco crop
gobecause of a very dry season. Another natural disaster 
followed.
Hot one month later a ferocious storm destroyed most 
of the harvest— 34,000 hogsheads of the best quality ever 
produced* Brysdale notified the Board of Trade sadly, say­
ing that the tempest had "prevented the demonstration of the
WPS-
use fullness of that Act /act for improving staple of tobacco/, 
which would otherwise have been evident both in the quantity
89May 19, 1724, CSP, XXXIV, 99-100*
9°July 10, 1724, 005/1319, ft. 199-201; July 10, 1724, 
CSP. XXXHf, 140.
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and goodness of the 'Tobacco made under that Begulation.w He 
added the hope that the "next years experience of the bene­
fit ts which the trade will reap by the new regulation in the 
Tobacco law, will plead for hie Majesties approbation for
<ai
itts omtinuance.*1
At certain periods communication between England and 
Virginia faltered* On May 31, 1725, Governor Brysdale penned 
a lengthy letter to the Hoard of Trade. His purpose was to 
dispel fears they expressed in a note (cited above) written 
twelve and one half months before but which had just reached 
Virginia.^2 Again he attempted to def end the tobacco leg is** 
lation, this time by a complete re-evaluation of the situation. 
He reitereated original complaint# * public auctions in Vir­
ginia allowed the few tobacco buyers to. unite and purchase 
the crop at low prices, unlike auctions in England where 
customers were many and the bidding competitive. Since ships 
were loaded before the quit rent tobacco sale, means of export 
were uncertain and people refused t© buy the commodity. Sev­
eral countries had not delivered quit rents for years because
dan. 29, 1725, <305/1319, £f. 212-213; CSP* XXXIV,
310-319.
92The May 10, 1724 -letter of Board of Trade to Brysdale 
which told him to adhere to Governors* instructions is the one 
referred, to here.
their tobacco remained unsold. To remedy such problem® the 
colony had tried various new laws*
In 1714 the April auction was initiated and worked 
well while tobacco was in demand and payments were made at 
the "agents store houses * * This law began to fail when 
crop production increased and sales were negotiated at county 
courts. prices plummeted downward and the only really effec­
tive solution found was to allow revenue officers to schedule 
the tobacco sale according to their discretion and conditions 
in the colony* government tax collectors would secure the 
best prices for tobacco because their salaries fluctuated 
with the price* ’ By contrast, in county sales where the 
sheriffs presided, no effort was made to obtain favorable 
prices because sheriffs received "neither profit nor loss."
Pol lowing this analysis Brysdale submitted that the 
changes in time and manner of sale Virginia had practiced 
for two years were good and profitable to the king* He re­
quested authority for revenue officers of the governor to 
supervise and set the sale of quit rent tobacco. Respect­
fully he "resolved to adhere to the letter of the King*s 
instruction for the future.**^
Evidently no repeal of the tobacco law came after this
93May 31, 1725, 005/13X9, ££. 22X-224.
placating letter. Sfh© following year, June 3, 1726, Drysdale 
sent an accounting of the 2s« a hogshead revenue collected 
for the previous two years* Be felt it adequate despite a 
“small cropp“ and prophesized a fine season and larger har- 
vest.S4 in his report on the General assembly of 1726, the 
Governor called the tobacco revenue thriving, and cap-able of 
furnishing tta considerable bank for the support of the govern* 
ment.*1^
Several years of favorable weather and gradually in* 
creased prices would be needed to establish and stabilize 
tobacco prosperity in Virginia* What Hugh brysdale did was
to bolster the legal framework which attacked glut, reduced
h.
the hr ask, and extracted a. quality tobacco which Virginia 
could market shrewdly and with pride* l*his was a major con­
tribution*
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Alexander spotswood was headtefcrong, stubborn, and
persistent* While he served as Virginia*® bieuteaant- 
Ooveimor (17X0-1722), the colony trembled with political 
turmoil. M m  and again he lashed out at forces which threat­
ened to minimise or undermine either his or the monarch*® pre­
rogatives* For eight years council and Burgesses battled the 
governor* 'Then suddenly in' 1718 Spotswood reformed his image. 
Resigned at last, he accepted the fact he had hitherto fought 
— that the way to rule Virginia was to cooperate with, not 
compete or conquer, the local political bodies.
A mellowed spotswood turned statesman* m  Indian 
peacemaker, collaborator with the assembly, church defender, 
he melted colonial resentment* 3he new Spotswood became 
popular, a resounding success* He also became a bold swin­
dler, motivated by land greed* unscrupulously he amassed 
Itxg. « . « .  by «.!», o t b «  » »  to „i,» tb. patent
<c
o<5
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applications; quietly he bought out competitors until by 
1722 he had obtained 85,027 acres.88
in order to guarantee the security of his vast empire, 
Spotswood waged a clever campaign. Far from concealing his 
devious manipulations, Spotswood became the voice of the 
colonial landholder. Be developed a "righteous" indignation 
against the quit rent obligations which accompanied land 
ownership, and which he had been dodging with remarkable 
agility*
In 1720 Spotswood supported an act which provided that 
"no land should be forfeited for nonpayment of quit rents.tt87 
(Two years later his successor repeated endorsements of this 
same bill and had the Council petition Virginia's Solicitor
Ag
General to lobby for passage.) Spotswood also advocated a 
ten year suspension of quit rents in the frontier counties 
of Brunswick and Spotsylvania— to increase population and 
security, he insisted, naturally a tax free moratorium 
would also furnish valuable time to preserve and augment the 
tracts he had begun accumulating before 17 07.88
^Spotswood gives this figure himself in a defense of 
his actions in a letter to the Board of Trade, n.d., 005/1320, 
87-102,.
87Feb. 20, 1720, Henlng, Statutes, IV, 78-80.
98H. D. to B. of T , Bee. 20, 1722, 005/1319, ff. 82-84 
EJCCV. 27.
88He stated date in defense /ppring/ 1724, (305/1320,
f » 97.
To underscore the necessity for approval of the quit 
rent exemption bill, spotswood appealed to the Board of Trade. 
True to form, the main arguments expressed in that letter em­
phasized the need to encourage Immigration and to establish 
border defenses against the French and Indians * Spotswood 
stated that confidence in the proposed legislation had sent 
settlers rushing to register patents that would have ordin­
arily been left unclaimed "because of remoteness* He
warned that Virginia was in danger of losing colonists to 
North Carolina and Maryland, both of which had no quit rents 
for tobacco planters* Moreover, he noticed a sizable decline 
in the number of new colonists, caused by the two year delay 
in passing the bill. The quit rent exemptions would attract 
settlers, promote Internal security, and actually create fis­
cal stability. Finally, the king would receive full reim­
bursement and more after ten years because even "unfruitful 
land will be settled if exempted.
after placing this petition on a Britain-bound vessel, 
Alexander Spotswood proceeded to Albany to mediate peace dis­
cussions of five Indian nations• Unknown to the Governor,
100Received by B. of T* on Feb. 15, 1722, 005/1319,
ff• 87—90*
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enemies in England had secured his removal. Hugh Drysdale 
was named the new Lieutenant-Governor of Virginia*
One of the first concerns facing Brysdale as he 
perused the records of recent legislation and current prob­
lems, was the quit rent suspension bill* Although not a 
Virginia landholder, he appreciated the colony’s real need 
to grow swiftly* therefore,, he decided to support Spotswood*s 
proposal* On December 12, 1722, his Council urged a speedy 
settlement of Brunswick and Spotsylvania a short time
later Drysdale reiterated the colony’s position that Hthe 
act is looked upon here as a beneficial law for the interest 
of the Crown«M He added that its passage would give Hintire 
satisfaction to the inhabitants of the colony.**03
Full realisation of the .scope and variety of land grant 
problems probably reached Drysdale when the Hay 1723 Assembly
convened. During its busy session, council entertained com-
104
plaints about disputed ownership* demands to halt certain
105 106patents, requests to survey tracts already registered,
102EJCCV. 28.
iO30eo. 20, 1722, 005/1319, f . 83.
104May 24, June 15, 18, 1723, EJCCV. pp. 38-39, 44.
105
May 14, 1723, ibid., 35-37.
106May 17, 1723, ibid., 37.
and petitions to confer large and small land parcels.107 For 
his part, the Governor acted with characteristic restraint 
and caution* While awaiting specific instructions from Eng­
land, he maintained the status -quo, continuing Spotswood“s 
custom of awarding large tracts, like 50-50 acres to John 
Robinson*108
Hews that the proposed revision of quit rents would
"meet with very great difficulties at the treasury” arrived
in a letter to Drysdale from the Board of Trad© (dated June 
log
19, 1723). However, Drysdale had little time to fret, be­
cause, despite its ominous prophecy, the Board overwhelmed 
opposition within six weeks* On August 6, 1723, the Board 
of Trade approved a proposal to allow each settler of Spot­
sylvania or Brunswick county to secure up to 1000 acres of
n oland, quit rent free for seven years. in addition, this 
act carried an important prohibition« no applicant could 
acquire more than the specified maximum allotment, either
107May 22, 24, 1723, ibid*, 38, 39.
IDS
May 20, 1723, ibid., 37-38.
1AQ
Ducted in Oliver M. Dickerson, American Colonial 
Government 1696-1765 (Cleveland, 1912), 328? June 19, 1723, 
005/1365, 246.
110
This would be retroactive and begin in 1721.
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i nin his or another's name* Other stipulations must have been 
sketch#* for Brysdale immediately sat down to write for more 
complete information.
Probably between. October and the end of December 1723, 
Drysdale completed this letter of inquiry. Besides land 
grant questions he included a few about Alexander Spotswood*s 
maneuverings. The result was a four year controversy on two 
continents* And the Board of Trade drafted no answers to 
Drysdale*s list of questions until January 20* 1725.
As could be expected, Drysdale’s letter was reason** 
able* Be wondered: Were patents exceeding 1000 acres, granted 
prior to the new order, void? Ctould owners of these patents 
apply for grants under the new quit rent law? if long-stan­
ding patents were valid, could the owner retain his entire 
parcel, or just a restricted grant?
Turning to procedural abuses, Drysdale then inquired 
If patents secured without paying the small amount of money 
specified (called rights) were void? could the remiss patent 
'holder pay the rights, offer security, and retain ownership? 
would a new patent be required? Could an applicant present 
importation rights in payment of bonds? when landholders re­
fused to pay quit rents and surrendered their tracts, could
111
Endorsed as required Dec. 17, 1723, 005/1319, 
££. 134-135.
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they recover the money paid as rights? could a patentee re­
linquish only part of his land? if a prospective buyer 
offered to produce quit rents and rights immediately, would 
the king allow land grants larger than 1000 acres?
With regard to his predecessor, Governor Drysdale re­
vealed that Spotswood- had enlisted' friends to obtain two 
patents of 40,000 and 20,000 acres in Spotsylvania* However, 
he had paid neither the money rights nor a promtssary bond*
An angered Drysdale asked if these patents were not void
112“since the King is entirely decieved In the Consideration."
He also wondered if "posterior payment" could make the patent® 
valid? leaving the matter of spotswood*® illegal activities, 
Drysdale made one more inquiry— if a patent granted two years 
before and never filed in the secretary1® office was thus 
void?
After dispatching this letter to the Board of Trade,
Drysdale launched an investigation of Virginia*® whole land
grant policy* On October 21, 1723, his Council began to
113check rules on surveying grants. * By February 14, 1724, 
he had uncovered enough damning information to acquaint the
il2H. B. to B. Of T , CO5/1319, ff, 174-175. 
U 3 BJOCV, 34-56.
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Board of Trade that ••the combination of Surveyors and paten- 
tees," had for year® connived to "keep land® many years under 
entry® surveys without any patent, and all the while neither 
paying any quit-rents, or making any seating or improvement 
to the exclusion of Other, who would have taken upp and im­
proved the Same lands." To eliminate the abuses he exposed, 
Drysdale recommended practice of the new land grant laws 
issued: by the Board of Trade.114
Word that Drysdale had reported certain double deal­
ings frightened spotswood. Sharpening both tongue and pen, 
the old fighter stomped aboard a spring packet to England, 
bent on denying all damaging statements against him*
Wever a man to waste moments, Spotswood threw his con­
siderable energies into manufacturing indignant protests of 
innocence. The several produced do not all bear exact dates, 
but probably appeared between March and dune 1724.
The first, although called a petition concerning his 
lands, actually concentrated attention on Spotswood9® growing 
iron works* It claimed that Spotswood was "led by pub lick 
Spirit and dutiful Regard** to retrieve the project when his 
several partners quit, and complained of his expenses in
U 4Feb. 14, 1724, 005/1319, ft. 167-168? Feb. 18, 1724, 
EJCCV. 61-62? C3F, XXXIV, 26-27.
importing labor and materials, spotswood finally shifted 
to his landholdings« He admitted that some of his estates 
needed official confirmation because of "certain formalities 
omitted in passing of patents." But he felt worthy to ac­
quire huge tracts because of past government services, be­
cause he had imported workers from Finland to diversify 
industry and populate the colony, and because he had not been 
reimbursed for travel expenses incurred on his peace mission 
to the Indian conference. Moreover, he demanded 86,000 acres
since he had improved his lands and settled in remote areas
ilsbefore anyone else "dared to venture upon" them.
Spotswood composed a more detailed case on .March 28, 
1724. He wrote that as far as paying quit rents and rights 
"I have also as punctually comply1d with the Rules of Govern­
ment, as any person In the Colony." While boasting that he 
had "never made a secret of others signing for him," spots­
wood yet declared that he had not intended to accumulate 
"mighty handed -Estate for my own proffit or Pleasure." In­
stead, his actions were supposedly motivated by charity, con­
cern for border defense, "publick spirit" in promoting naval 
stores, and circumstances, in further illustration, Spotswood
i is
"Case and petition" of colonel Spotswood with regard 
to lands, PRO 005/1344, ££. 1-2.
cited specific tracts* saying he absorbed them to support the 
Indian school* to give German immigrants more room* and to 
aid bankrupt partners.
In the next defense Spotswood posed and answered numer­
ous questions. Be also listed several patents* their sires* 
and the dates of accession. Spotswood stoutly maintained 
that he held legal deeds to his lands* purchased from origin­
al patentees. Be asked whether regular steps were followed 
in obtaining them and replied that he "supposed so** and 
"never heafd contrary.*' Be admitted acquiring them during 
his administration but denied knowing that no security had 
been offered. Next he charged that Receiver General Cohn 
Grymes had rejected his offer to pay rights or quit rents, 
"least his acceptance of such Payments should make good a
mm mm
Title to his ^Spotswood*§/ bands.** Finally Spotswood dis­
cussed when rights were payable. He maintained that "la case 
of distrust" fees could be demanded when surveyors entered 
the patent officially, but generally the prospective paten­
tee presented his money when filing claim at the Receiver 
General9® headquarters, in his case Spotswood had decided 
not to make payment until the "King*a Pleasure should be 
Known” about quit rent remission.2*^
Ik, cu 6hi- -tWe. S^nxZ. G
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John Grymes to hie successor as 'Receiver General 
Hay 25, 1724
Colonel Spotswood has so embarrassed the affair of 
the land in Spotsylvania County, by granting vast 
tracts of it (after he knew he was removed, from the 
Government) without rights, or a proper security for 
the payment of the Value of 'em, that the Government 
is now at a Loss how to proceed in it Agreably to the 
order of the Lords Justices relating thereto. The 
first tine their Lordahipps order was laid before the 
Council here, X was (as Receiver-General) ordered to 
demand the Rights and Quit-rents due on all those 
Grants that contained more than 1000 acres of Land, 
this Colonel spotswood and some other Gentlemen con­
cerned thought not agreable to the intention of their 
Excellencys order, and thereupon mad© great Clamour 
which being sensible of X thought it my Duty to ac­
quaint the Governor therewith and also to represent 
to him as my opinion that none of those Patents were 
valid in Law, having been granted without rights, con­
trary to the Law and Custom of the Colony, and that 
the receiving the consideratinn money mentioned in the 
said patents (which is the Rights) and the Quit-rents 
until! he. could conveniently call a. council to con­
sider further of that .matter Since which he has been 
pleased to propose his Doubts in this affair tb the 
Council, and X think they have unanimously advised 
that the officers of the Revenue should not demand 
either the Rights, or Quit-rents according to the former 
order until! his Majesty*© Pleasure be further known 
therein, least the acceptance thereof should be taken 
as an allowance or approbation of the Grants; And it 
was then agreed that the Case should be fully stated, 
and sent to the board of Trad© for their Lordahipps 
directions therein#
X presume sir this affair will pass thro your hands 
whereby you will be fully apprised of It by authentick 
writings; But hearing that Colonel Spotswood designs 
to England on this occasion, and knowing his good will 
towards me, X beg leave to observe a few things to 
you, for the clearing some facts which X apprehend he 
may endeavour to make appear like negligence in Me work.
That all patents being constantly prepared and passing 
the Sea! of the Colony, at the Secretary1® office
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neither the Beputy Auditor or Receiver General have 
any direction in issuing them.
That till this instance it has never been known that 
Any Patent has passed in that office, without rights 
regularly produced*
That at the time Colonel Spotswood signed, those Patents 
he acted as Secretary having.don so from the death of 
Secretary cochne, till the arrival of the present 
Governor whereby he Is answerable for all omissions 
in the Secretary1® office during that time*
That althd the bonds taken by Colonel Spotswood*s 
direction at the Secretary's office in lieu of the 
Rights# are upon a Contingency made payable to the 
Receiver General, That officer never was acquainted 
therewith# but the bonds were kept at the Secretary's 
office, in a manner concealed from him*
That when the Clerk of the Secretary's office (who is 
Colonel Spotswood*® principal patentee) had taken some 
bonds requiring an absolute payment of the money to 
the Receiver General? if his Majesty did not grant a 
remission of the rights colonel Spotswood gave him 
another form of the bonds# whereby the patentee is 
left at. liberty to Surrender his grant or to produce 
Importation rights.
That in Colonel Spotswoodas own ease no bonds at all 
are given. That besides the two large grants to 
Hickman# Johnes, and Clayton of 6,000 acres by regular 
patents granted before the address of the council and 
Burgesses to his Majesty.
That Hickman the same clerk of the Secretary's office 
has since the arrival of the present Governor prepared 
several patents for band in Spotsylvania county upon 
the same footing# which the Governor being a stranger 
has signed, what contrivance there may be In this I 
cannot say? but I verily believe the Governor will not 
in forming the Representation conceal any thing he has 
done.
As further proof of guilt# Hugh Brysdale enclosed a
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list of spotswood's landholdings in Spotsylvania county only. 
They totaled 86*600 acres.l *^7
Spotswood submitted his most desperate defense to the 
Board of Trade on dune 16, 1724 The second half of the
pleapcan be dismissed as a close repetition of the March 28 
letter discussed above. However# the first segment is 
notable for its attack upon Hugh Brysdale*
Spotswood felt that his enemies had led Brysdale to 
"aim at nothing less than the ruin of my character*” He 
accused Brysdale of hiring Larking chew to spy upon and to 
encourage complaint* against him. More particularly# he 
blamed Brysdale for "stirring up the people to petition the 
Assembly to take away for town lands the very spots of ground 
where x am building my wharfs and warehouses for shipping off 
my Naval Stores? prompting the Surveyors of the highways to 
mend no roads# nor repair any bridges which my carriages use? 
instigating my tennants to discharge none of their engagements 
to m ,  but to run with idle stories to this Governor# who 
will be sure to stand by them.1' To- complete the charges# 
Spotswood added that Brysdale was "infusing into the people's 
heads that the best way to obtain anything of the new
117
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Governor is to do something to affront or prejudice the old 
one." As a dramatic finale spotswood cried that he was in an 
"invested fortress# cut off from all intelligence.*'*^
Separated by an ocean and a very different view of 
the situation# Hugh Brysdale continued investigating his pre­
decessor 's activities. Unaware that an attack upon his 
reputaton had been made# Brysdale mailed the Board of Trade 
his evaluation of spotswood*s practices. The report was 
totally unfavorable.
According to the new Governor *s findings# documented 
with extracts from Council ■Journal, land grants were in a 
confused state. Spotsylvania lands had been distributed "so 
inconsistent and directly opposite to the Excellencies 
commands#” that Board of Trade advice was needed. Brysdale 
revealed that contrary to the Board's impression# the most 
valuable lands in Spotsylvania had been parceled out the night 
it had become a county (long before the new land limitation 
laws). Moreover# Spotswood had signed away large tracts 
without securing importation rights or the 5s. tax on every 
SO acres that all prospective land owners were, required to 
pay. instead he permitted the patentees to offer bonds? they 
promised to pay the 5s. tax upon demand, or chose a plan
X1SW . 114,
where land could be surrendered or kept by paying importa­
tion rights*
The major difficulty# Brysdale conceded, was to comply 
with the Board's instructions to grant patents of 1,000 acres 
maximum* Spotswood had already disposed of large quantities 
of l&nd {in packets of 10, 20, and 40,000 acres), which were 
given to a few men. Only the "most remote, barren, and un­
profitable** remained- Among the large distributions were 
several parcels obtained by others for Spotswood and trans­
ferred to his possession (20 and 40,000 acres)* No rights 
nor bond had ever been paid- Another maneuver of spotswood 
was. to allow crooked re zoning. w h n  Spots wo od*s exemption 
from quit rents became known, land owners in border areas 
connived to have the county line moved to include their 
property, and they succeeded. Coincidentally Spotswood 
owned 26,000 acres in one of these contiguous counties which 
Brysdale described as "flung into Spotsylvania.n As further 
evidence, Brysdale sent an inventory of patents and Spots- 
-wood's lands
On July 10, 1724, Brysdale once again appealed to the 
Board of Trade- In this letter he explained that Council 
felt the 1000 acre limitation on land grants would injure
120June 6, 1724, 005/1319, ££. 173-176.
the monarch's revenues and iiqpede settlement of the new
counties* He begged consideration for the proposal that .men
offering to pay quit rents and rights be allowed to obtain
larger patents*
Deluged with communications about Virginia's land
problems# the Board of Trade read several of Drysdale*s en-
121
closures in August* Among them were records of Spots-
122wood's holdings and patents held in trust for him*
Followinl preliminary discussion# the documents were referred
to the Secretary and solicitor General for legal counsel
On September 2# 1724# Spotswood*s defense of June 16 was 
124reviewed* in late November Drysdale*s letters were again 
mentioned for discussion#2,2^  while Spotswood demanded copies 
of complaints against him.2*2®
Ever persistent# Alexander Spotswood quickly collected 
a resume of Hugh Brysdale** questions concerning him from the
121
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Ibid * Men named Jones# Clayton# and Hickman held
40,000 acres in trust for Alexander Spotswood in Spotsylvania* 
They signed the patent June 22# 1722*
222Aug. 17# 1724, Entry Books, Board of Trade, OD5/1365 
277-2783 n ‘
Sept* 2# 1724# JBT&P, 120*
125Hov. 25, 1724, Ibid.. 134.
126Dec. 1, 1724, ibid.. 135.
Attorney General* He then protested to the Board of Trade 
that facts were unfairly stated and begged for their copy 
(to use in constructing a defense).2*27
One year after Brysdale had posed his Inquiries on 
Virginia land laws# the Board of Trade decided to supply an­
swers. They agreed that patents for lands of over 1000 acres 
made prior to the law would be legal if quit rents were paid? 
the owners of these older patents could apply for an addi­
tional 1000 acres if the Board approved; since old grants 
were valid# landholders could retain earlier possessions and 
receive benefits from the new parcel.
With regard to procedural abuses# patents would foe 
repealed if payments were not made; however# if payment was 
made# the grant remained intact# with no new patent applica­
tion necessary. When precedent existed# a person could pro­
duce importation rights to pay bonds. But, landholders 
surrendering tracts for nonpayment of quit rents could not 
redeem money paid as rights. The king would issue grants 
larger than 1000 acres if quit rents and rights were imme­
diately supplied for every acre.
Concerning Alexander Spotswood *s illegal actions# the
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Jan. 15# 1725, ibid.. 143. The Board promised 
Spotswood a copy after completing their reports*
Board was lenient * The menders hip decided that since he had 
paid no rights or quit rents his patents could be voided by 
the Icing, but posterior payment might be accepted instead.
Finally, the Board determined that unregistered patents were
128
not invalid because of failure to file. '
While colonial land policies were being reviewed in
England, Hugh JDrysdale and the Council in Virginia applauded
the new land distribution laws and initiated certain reforms.
Major revisions of the system were represented in two regain--
tionsi The first law ordered all patent-' disputes to enter
the docket of the Oyer and Terminer courts ? the second pro*
posal attempted to eliminate secret patents by requiring
survey and rights certificates to be registered in the office
of the Secretary of the coIpny for one month before receiving
130
the Governor#e seal*
In addition to creating laws, council also considered 
many routine matters, journal minutes of November 5, 1725 
repeated the Board of Trade ruling that 1000 acres of land in 
Brunswick and Spotsylvania were available to settlers, free 
from rights or quit rents for seven years— *to be computed
12® Jan. 25, 1725, 005/1319, ££. 174-175.
129May 31, 1725, B. D. to B. of T., 005/1319, ££. 221-
224.
13°Jane 10, 1725, EJCCV. 88,
from the first of May, 1721*w council also sottish patent
132 199
fights, approval large grants, ^J and tabled temporarily
the controversy concerning collection of quit rents on
134
estates exceeding 1000 acres in the new counties.
Meanwhile, three thousand miles- from Williamsburg, 
the Board of Trade asked why the attorney and Solicitor 
General had failed to review spotswood's case* Bhilip York©, 
Attorney General, blamed the delay upon Virginia*© colonial 
agent who had not summoned Bpotswood for official investiga­
tion*3^ 5 Once Beter Leheup had fulfilled this technicality
136Spotwood*s case progressed to the Board.
Alexander Spotswood grew anxious and so he wrote and
begged Drysdale* through the Board, to leave all questionable
13?patents intact until the Crown might decree* For his part, 
Drysdale (eager to return to England for medical care) awaited
m xbia.. 92.
9 3 .
X3%hilip Ludwell received 10,pO0 acres.
134EJCCV, 93.
U S Dec. 23, 1725. 005/1319, it. 232-233; CBF. XXXIV,
40®.
136
Gan. 12, 1726, Attorney General sent spotswood1© 
case to the Baord. JBT&P, 212*
137
■ Endorsed as received on Apr* 28, 1726, O05/132O,
f f« 3 **4/
instructions from the Board of Trade and word from George I*
Me continued to urge "speedy directions * about Brunswick and
Spotsylvania because “while matter® -continue in Suspence, the
Settlement of the frontiers goes on but Slowly, and the King
138loses hi® rents-of very large tract® already Granted*1’
Before any decisions were delivered, the frustrated Lieuten­
ant-Governor died. ®
With hi® prime adversary silenced, Alexander Spots­
wood could plead Innocence with less danger of indictment* 
in September he entered another articulate statement of 
defense* This letter both claimed that his custom of accumu­
lating patents through other men’s names had been approved 
by the Board of Trade and denied that surveyors had ever 
favored him.14®
In reply to Spotswood4® excuses peter Leheup conveyed 
Virginia’s disclosures about the defendant. Be enumerated
68,000 acre® of grant® made to Spotswood under the signatures 
of associates and enclosed sworn testimony from the Receiver 
General that no right® or quit rents had ever been paid.141
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Apr. 20, 1726, COS/1320, if* 12-16*
139July 22, 1726,
140/^ept_J, 1726, 005/1320, f£, 97-102.
141Seeeived Sept. 9, 1726, 005/1320, ££. 37-40.
An alarmed Spotswood demanded the right to foe present
at discussion of his estate. Although permission was granted,
142
he was ordered to answer inquiries he had hitherto ignored*
In February 1727 the Board again queried Spotswood, who
attended in person, about the ©cope, patent procedure, loca-
14 3tion, and accession of lands. His answers, read on Feb­
ruary 28, received frequent review during the following three 
months.144
Finally on May 12, 1727, the Board of Trade completed 
its exhaustive study of Alexander spotswood*s administration 
of Virginia's lands* Whether by eloquence, persistence, or 
influence, he succeeded in convincing the body of his inno­
cence. consequently the Board voted to let Spotswood hold 
his lands free from quit rent for seven years, in defense 
of its decision the Board lamely stated that ex-Governor de­
served to keep his empire because he had brought 300 white 
settlers to Virginia and could have fo&en eligible for even
more land than he held had he subscribed to proper legal 
145
procedures.
142Sept. 14, 1726, JBT&P, 289 l43Feb. 9, 1727, ibid..
IA A
Ibidj Feb. 2 8 , M ar. 2 4 , 2 8 , A p r. 6 , May 5 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 
1 7 2 7 , 3 1 4 , 3 2 0 , 3 2 1 , 3 2 4 , 3 2 9 -3 3 0 , 3 3 1 .
14 5
Leonidas Dodson, Alexander Spotswood governor of 
Colonial Virginia 1710-1722 (Philadelphia, 1932), 291? also 
005/1320, 324-335.
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In December 1728 the Privy Council and Board of Trade
146-permanently awarded Spotswood his land titles. Be had won 
not only vindication of his illegal business practices* but 
had succeeded in outwitting all his superiors. He had robbed 
the k i n g t r e a s u r y  by neglecting to pay lawful rights and 
gait rents and yet won confirmation of conduct. Injustice 
had triumphed*
Fortunately Hugh Drysdale died before being trounced.
He died* his point of view remaining a complete contrast to 
that of Spots wood-^-ever clinging to belief in the king's 
prerogatives. To the end he defended the monarch*® right to 
collect quit rents from all Virginia landholders? he advocated 
awarding large land grants, but only to fill the treasury's 
coffers; he resisted tempting precedents and never collected 
land; he avoided wielding .political patronage to enrich 
friends? conscientiously he sought to reform, improve, and 
fulfill his instructions. Drysdale died believing that 
British institutions always dispensed justice and punished 
wrongdoing.
146
heater J Cappon, ed., *Correspondence of Alexander 
Spotswood with John Spotswood. " Virginia Magasine of History 
and Biography. XX (Apr. 1952), 239, n* 68.
CHAPTER VI 
DRYSDALE AND THE SECOND ASSEMBLY
On that warm June day in 1723 when the general Assembly 
adjourned* no one perhaps could have foreseen that almost 
three full years would elapse before colonial business would 
be sufficient to require a reconvening. The delegates dis­
persed with orders to reassemble after a five month recess.
But fate intervened and the Governor extended the initial pro­
rogation to November 7 at least seven times.147
147Prorogations appear intermittently in council 
records, correspondence to the Board of Trade, and the calen­
dar of state Papers.. A proclamation of H, D ., Oct. 19, 1723, 
changed Assembly date to May 15, 1724, 005/1319, t • 171? on 
Apr. 16, 1724, notice of prorogation until July 9 was given. 
See CSP XXXIV, 139, and EJCCV, 63? on June 11, 1724 Assembly 
was postponed until Nov* 12, 1724, EJCCV, 70-74, and CSP, 
xxxiv, 139? on May 4, 1725, H. D, reports to B of T. other 
prorogations dated Oct. 17 and Dec. 9, which moved the pro­
jected Assembly to Jan* 14, and then to May 13, 1725, 005/1319, 
M .  216-219 (also in Jan. 29, May 31, 1725, CSP. XXXIV, 318- 
319# 380-381)? Council minutes print a prorogation to July 8, 
1725 which was issued Apr. 19, 1725,' EJCCV, 81; Drysdale ex­
tends the delay until Nov in correspondence with the B. of T# 
on May 31, 1725, 005/1319, ff. 221-224? on June 10, 1725 
prorogation is extended until Nov. 3, 1725, EJCCV, 85*89? 
finally, on Oct. 19, H. B. asks Council if an Assembly is 
needed then, when they reply negatively, the session is dis­
missed until May 12, 1726, EJCCV* 90*
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Paring the remainder of 1723 and 1724, Hugh Drysdale
constantly postponed recalling the General Assembly because
there was no "Urgent o c c a s i o n , a n d  because the King
14g
issued no instructions to summon another session. Then 
the for us nature provided an excuse for further suspension 
through 1725, as Drysdale compassionately explained to the 
Board of $radetf "X am unwilling to burden the people with 
the charge of an assembly till the losses they sustained in 
their Tobacco by the last storm bee recruited by a more
150plentiful! eropp, of which there is now a good prospect."
Autumn brought an abundant harvest, and with it, definite 
arrangements for a May 1726 assersbly.
The second Assembly of Hugh Drysdale *s administration 
opened on May 12, 1726 with an innovation. The Governor1® 
first action was to create the office of "Serjeant at Arms
and Mace bearer** to the Bouse of Burgesses. Philip Finch re~
151oeived the commission. Following this announcement, a 
sick Drysdale (he had temporarily lost his voice) presented
148
Proclamation by B. B*, Oct. 19, 1723, 005/1319, f . 171.
14g
H* B. to B. of T., July 10, 1724, 005/1319, £f. 199**
201.
150
May 31, 1725, 005/1319, if. 221**224,
151
Other House officers were speaker, clerk, messenger, 
and doorkeepers. JHB, 1723~1726, p. 399.
his welcoming address to clerk Robertson for reading.
preliminary remarks concerned the multiple proroga­
tions which Drysdale had allowed "partly to save the Country 
Charges" after the disastrous storm had devastated crops, and
partly because no "grievances1* had been filed to ruffle the
152"perfect calm, and Tranquility.* indeed, Drysdale hastened 
to say that no "necessity of state" had "occasioned" the 
meeting. Virginia*® constitution had been the cause by 
stipulating that only the formal Assembly could pay public 
debts.
Progressing to two problems in need of the Assembly's 
special consideration, Drysdale spoke frankly* He first 
decried the African company for winning repeal of the bill 
laying a duty on liquor and slaves. Then he urged the two 
Houses to submit a revised version, taxing liquor only. The 
second concern was the College of william and Mary which then 
lay in a "languishing condition.w 'Drysdale exhorted the 
Assembly to vote financial aid to attract faculty. He wished 
his listeners to adopt a long term perspective. The college 
"when once perfected" would educate in the liberal arts and 
also graduate clergy to fill the colony*© constant demands.
After presenting these topics, the Governor revealed
152Ibid
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fcls,at his illness had become serious enough to warrant a rest
and convalescence in England. However, Drysdale professed
faith in Virginia’s loyalty and desire to maintain peace and
1.53promised to return “with all Expedition.*
As was customary, the Assembly replied to the Gover­
nor’s message the following day. Clearly the colony’s trust 
had not faltered, speaking for the people they represented* 
tie delegates called Virginia’s peace the result of Drysdale*s 
“Prudence and Moderation,n Moreover, they labeled his admin­
istration “just and disinterested,M and motivated by desire 
for the “public Good.* Sincerely they lamented the Governor's
illness and prayed for his swift recovery and return to 
154
Virginia.
With amenities collated, the Assent?ly went to work.
While varied petitions and legislation absorbed its attention,
Hugh Drysdale maneuvered to leave Virginia in capable hands.
archaically, Council president Edmund dressings was entitled
to become acting Governor. However, the man had become
senile, a fact that Attorney General John Randolph established
155by personal investigation for the Governor* James Blair,
153
Ibid., 399—400? also H* 0. to B. of T,, 005/1320,
ff. 75-76.
154
May 13, 1726, JHB, 400, 402.
155June 24, 25, 1726, EJCCV. 107-110.
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William Robertson, and John Holloway also attested to
jenning*s mental deficiencies. Consequently, he was unan­
imously declared incapable of fulfilling his duties and
IS?
suspended from Council. Robert Carter was then nominated 
to serve as acting bieutenant-Governor in Drysdale *s absence. 
After formal appeal by the Board of Trade to the Duke of
i CQ
Newcastle, he received confirmation.
The second Assembly enjoyed a brief life of three 
weeks. Before prorogation was decreed on June 7, the legist 
lature had; accepted a construction worker1© plea to pay his 
salary, owed for repairs to the Capitolj heard the Secretary 
of Virginia, John Carter, ask to retain possession of lands 
during public life (with leasing privileges to continue for 
21 years)? paid various officialst and addressed the king 
(June 2) on the liquor tar proposal and the need for donations
156
Ibid., 111*113j June 3, 1726, ibid., 101-102*
157ibia.
158The mental condition of Jennings was the topic of 
discussion in England* Alured Popple, Board of Trade Secre­
tary expressed doubts to the Earl of Orkney (July 6, 1726, 
Board of Trade Entry Book, C05/1365, ff. 294-295)? the Board 
asked Spotswood to testify concerning Jennings (July 6, 1726, 
JBT&P, 282). Orkney replied to the Board that he had know­
ledge that the man in question was “daftd and childish"
(July 9, 1726, 005/1320, ff* 27-28); the Board decided that 
the oldest councillor,^Edmund Jennings was "incapable of 
executing this trust "/jtole of acting Governor/ and wrote the 
king*a advisors to this effect.
7B
to the college which would bolster the Assembly grant of
x 159
200 per annum.
Satisfied with its labors, the Assembly prepared to 
adjourn. On the day of prorogation, Hugh Drysdale asked 
Council for its opinion of the legislation created in the 
joint session. Council voted the measures "well suited” to 
Virginia*® conditions, and not injurious to England *s trade, 
the Governor *s instructions, or the monarch1*® prerogative. 
Drysdale accepted this evaluation and assented to the Assem­
bly *s bills.
hater in the month Drysdale readied a complete dossier 
on Virginia for the Board of trade, it consisted of three
pieces of correspondenee* The first was a statistical report
l&ion "The Present State of Virginia, charting Council mem­
bers, officers, counties, customs, etc. The second document 
was a lengthy and coa^rehensive letter explaining Virginia*® 
court system, general defense®, and political hierarchy.
Enclosed with this document was a list of men recommended 
to full Council vacancies, a chart of exports and imports,
I59Wm. and Mary Qtly,. ser. I, XXI,(1912-13), 256.
160june 7, 1726, EJCCV, 102.
161Report on the State of Virginia, June 29, 1726, 
005/1320, ff. 41-52; Va. Mo. Hlat. and Blog. XLVIXI (1940), 
140-152.
nand an account of Negroes Imported during the previous year.
3*he final entry of the series was Drysdale *s review of the
163bill® passed by the 1726 assembly *
Unreserved support marked each of Drysdale*® careful 
observations on the legislation. He endorsed the duty on 
liquor and slaves a® ‘^ absolutely necessary* to defray expen­
ses for repair of the Capitol, for salaries of officers 
established by the General Assembly# and for payment for 
Negroes convicted of capital offenses.
Appealing to the Board*s benevolence, Drysdale begged 
for money to support the college of william and Mary. Earnestly 
he deplored that Ma work begun with so much piety, so little 
advanced in the space of thirty years time.11
Regarding the Assembly1® revision of an act injurious 
to creditors, Drysdale praised the new draft for restoring a 
legal balance to deb to r^ -cr editor relations. In fact, the 
Governor applauded it as "one of the best laws, and most con­
formable to the practice of England of Any this Country enjoy®.11
An amended version of the 1722 act preventing elandls** 
tine transportation of persons out of the colony and providing 
for care of imported convicts had been passed by the 1726
16*June 29, 1726, <305/1320, ff. 41-52; CSV, XXXV, 88-93.
163B. D. to B. of T., July 10, 1726, 005/1320, ff. 60- 
69? CSP. XXXV, 114-115.
Assembly. Drysdale noted that objectionable portions which 
had caused repeal of the original act had been removed, thus 
paving a clear road for Board approval.
Next Drysdale recommended renewal of security legis­
lation for two years, and continuation of the 1718 act for 
determining certain fees of the Secretary and other offi­
cials. Be disclosed that the latter bill would be needed 
only until the next Assembly, which would structure a fair 
and expanded table of fees.
Protection for Virginla*s economy necessitated the 
Assembly law restraining importation of tobacco from North 
Carolina. Drysdale protested that Virginia’s southern 
neighbor had no quality regulations and "by the importation 
of trash greatly injure the reputation of the Virginia manu­
facture. " BDwever, the bill possessed a positive motivation. 
Since a proviso stated that any solution of the North carol- 
ina-Virginia border controversy would negate this restraint 
order, the colonial lawmakers saw it as an impetus to settle­
ment of that problem.
With regard to laws of a public "nature, n Drysdale saw 
no need to construct elaborate arguments. He merely stated 
that trade and navigation would increase by royal acceptance 
of the laws forbidding "the setting of Hedges into rivers and 
creeks, and the falling of trees." In defense of the public
si
levy (of eleven pounds of tobacco for every tithable person) 
he simply pointed to its effectiveness over three years.
Finally, he said that rewards given for killing wolves in 
frontier counties were worthy of continuation because they 
decreased danger from those destructive beasts.
fuming to a series of private pieces of legislation, 
Drysdale stressed both his approval and their practicality.
He included a special plea to allow the Secretary of Virginia 
to retain lands, and to collect rents from tenants while in 
office.
After consideration of the fruits of the second 
Assembly, Drysdale enclosed the minutes of Council. He pe­
titioned the Board to examine certain passages. Of partic­
ular import were the case of the scandalous warden and 
Baylie? the Council decision to leave quit rents on large 
tracts in arrears until a royal decision could be ascertained! 
the report on Edmund jenning *s senility and his subsequent
suspension? and Drysdale's recent decision to withdraw his
164
application for leave to return to England.
Within the detailed reports on the legislation,
164
Ibid.* Ail discussions contained in the letter of 
duly 10, 1726. All laws stated in Eenlng, statutes. IV,
143—181.
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general problems, and political structure of Virginia, Hugh 
Drysdale had amassed a treasury of information which remains 
valuable today. Seemingly unaware that death was approaching, 
Drysdale had produced a survey of his stewardship that could 
arouse only admiration.
What emanated from this dossier, as from the entire 
library of Drysdale correspondence, is the spirit of the man.
His steady drive for justice, his constant efforts for peace, 
his confidence in the people he governed and the king he 
served emerge clearly.
CHAPTEH Vlt
historicai mmmumn of mm dkvsdade mn his
ADMINISTRATION
The most valid method of evaluating the success and 
popularity of any man is to survey both the comments of his 
contemporaries and the critiques of later historians, in 
the case of l»ieutenaat**0©vemor Hugh Drysdale, the investi­
gator will not locate any disparaging remarks made by his 
associate# in England and Virginia# Instead, only favorable 
statements exist.
Drysdale had governed Virginia for only seven too the 
when the May 1723 assembly convened# clearly, he had won 
their confidence because the Assembly expressed “our utmost 
satisfaction® both in the king *s selection of Drysdale, and 
in “the wise and good Measure you lay down for the discharge 
of that great Trust-® Moreover* the lawmakers were “assured® 
that Drysdale acted for the king#s service and good of the 
country# They praised the “good Example® of his “obliging 
Temper a unbiased integrity,“ and insisted that “the country 
in general is well satisfied in the Specimen they have
83
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already had of your Honors mild, and just administration.
There can he no doubt that this message was sincere, 
because on June 29 the Assembly wrote to George £, Their 
note confirmed loyalty to the king and the British constitu­
tion "the Happy Influence of which we do daily find under 
the Mild and Just Administration of the honorable Hugh 
Drysdale. *'166
At the close of the Assembly, Drysdale's popularity 
remained evident* In a farewell address the House of Burges­
ses thanked their lieute nant-Governor for his seal and deliv­
ered a special tribute statist that the greatest happiness 
to befall a people was having a governor dedicated to their 
"Interests and Prosperity,” the Burgesses told Drysdale 
that he truly led them to the blessings of "Union and Agree­
ment * *
Three years later another session of the General 
Assembly spoke just as warmly to their ailing Governor* On 
May 13, 173$, the House of Burgesses attributed Virginia*s 
"present Calm and Tranquility to the consequences of your 
Prudence and Moderation*11 They called Drysdale *a
IBS —  —
To H. D. from Gen* Assembly /May 9£/, 1723,
005/1319, ff* 109-110,
166
To George I from council and Burgesses, June 29,
1723, 005/1319, ff. 120-121.
as
administration "d is in t e re s ted M and "just," saying that bis 
“inclination to do anything which may contribute to the ^  ^  ^
and prosperity of the people is so conspicuous on Every
, .167occasion.14
On dune 2, the Assembly wrote King George about the 
bad. state of Drysdale*e health* -They stressed the Governor’s 
personal loyalty to the King, his enthusiasm, and bis com­
plete lach of self interest* Because "he had merited so 
much of us, “ the Assembly pleaded for his speedy return.168
Meanwhile in England, George Hamilton, lord Orkney, 
applied for a license authorising Drysdale to return home 
for medical treatment* in his requestto the king Orkney 
stated that Drysdale es "behaviour in this colloney has been 
very satisfactory to every body, " and "would be a general! 
loss to Loose so worthy a man *
Mo problems developed In obtaining permission for 
Drysdale to convalesce in England. However, Drysdale later 
decided he was recovered enough not to need the time off* Be 
was mistaken In this belief, for a relapse occurred and he 
died*
167May 13, 1726, JHB. 401-402.
168Jun© 2, 1726, ibid.. 419.
169May 3, 1726, mp. XXXV, 67.
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More tributes appeared after Drysdale *s death.
Robert Garter, his successor, wrote Philip budwell that he
was "very tenderly affected with the loss of so good a Gover­
nor when we were all in hopes of his getting well.1,170
Carter then notified the Dulse of Newcastle and the Board of
Trade of the Mmuch lamented death of Colonel Drysdale . * . 
whereby Bis Majesty has lost a faithful and zealous servant, 
and this country a good and just ruler
If contemporaries were kind to Drysdale, historians 
of the nineteenth century tended to be condescending or
sharply critical, Robert Howison dismissed Drysdale as an
obscure figure known only for convening two sessions of the
General A s s e m b l y * C h a r l e s  Campbell called him ”a man of
weak calibre** who "yielded to the current of the day,
173
solicitous only to retain his place*” George Chalmers 
delivered the most violent attack* According to this
170July 23, 1726, in Va. Mag, Hist, and Bloc.. Ill 
(July 1895~Apr. 1896), 331*
171
July 25, 1726, CSP. XXXV, p. 122; another version 
of Carter*s announcement to B. of T* is in 005/1320, ff. 
82—83.
172
Robert R. Bowlson, a History of Virginia from its 
Discovery and Settlement by Eruopeans to the Present Time* I 
{Philadelphia, 1846), 423.
173Charles Campbell, introduction to the ..Bistory of 
the Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia (Richmond, 1847), 
110,
historian, Drysdale Hadopted a mode of government suitable 
to the inferiority and the weakness of his character, with- _ 
out regarding his reason as a man or his instructions as an 
officer.** furthermore, Chalmers claimed that Drysdale “re- 
signed his authority to the counsellors, ** while allowing every 
proposal of the Burgesses to pass* Having done this, Drysdale 
supposedly caused disorder, “because the assembly in the same 
moment attacked the laws and policy of Britain.“ (examples he 
used are the tax on liquor and slaves, and the law regulating 
the importation of convicts) “public interest had been sac** 
riflcid to the reconcilement of factions** by Drysdale,
Chalmers continued* He said the Assembly praised the admin­
istration “because they were gratified by his condescensions,* 
but admitted that “prosperous quiet** prevailed “owing to the 
interested amity between the chief ruler, the counsellors,
174
and the burgeases.”
Twentieth-century views of Hugh Drysdale restored the 
man’s reputation* l»yon Cardiner Tyler referred to him as 
very popular.2*75 Philip Alexander Bruce credited him with
174George Chalmers, An introduction to the History of 
the Revolt of the American Colonies. . . (Boston, 1845), II, 
78-79.
*75ly*>a Gardiner Tyler, ed.. Encyclopedia of Virginia
Biography (New York, 1915), 59-60.
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shrewdness in learning from spotswood*s mistakes, while de­
picting him as a man who "for sake of his own ease and equanim-
Flippin refuted chalmer’s assaults, chiding him as “rather 
severe" on Drysdale who, he believed, was not a mere figure­
head. He conceded that Drysdale was less "progressive" than 
Spotswood, and accomplished no great project during his term 
of office. Nonetheless he was impressed by the warm exchan­
ges between the Lieutenant-Governor and his Assemblies, and 
accepted them at "face value." He defended Drysdale*s 
motives in the cases that chalmer had cited, and recalled Com­
missary Blair*s high opinion of the man. In conclusion, 
Flippin decided that Drysdale "was not a weak governor, lack­
ing in force of character and administrative capacity." He 
did not presume that Drysdale surrendered his authority just 
because he tried to discover and "meet the ends of the people 
as expressed in the Assembly." Flippin regarded Drysdale*e 
actions as typical of any governor, and rated his administra­
tion as one of "peace, general prosperity, and quiet construc­
tive work,
ity," chose to "err on the side of laxness rather than on the
176side of stringency" (in church matters)* Percy Scott
176Philip Alexander Bruce, H i s t o f  Virginia,
Colonial Period 1607-1763 (New York,] “ I, 321.
177Percy Scott Flippin, The Royal Government in Virginia,
C^ e^ r.Yofk.;;:i:9l'9 )l £
the latest estimate of Hugh Drysdale came from pic hard 
Horton* He explained that Drysdale won good will by "consider 
ation of people's wishes and tact in exercising royal pre­
rogatives „ «1?8 xt was his belief that Drysdale was "an able 
and conciliatory administrator "whom Virginia colonists 
mourned in death as a "just and good ruler.
After close study of Hugh Drysdale and his administra­
tion, the author can add a personal evaluation. Drysdale 
governed Virginia for only four years • Be was preceded by 
a more colorful man whose twelve year term created more 
legislation, progress, and history* Be was succeeded by more 
aggressive governors who handled problems of greater historic­
al significance, Nevertheless, Drysdale was a competent 
administrator of unquestionable integrity.
Following Alexander Spotswood in office, he restored 
dignity to the .position Of governor. His unselfish interest 
in Virginia contrasted sharply with Spotswood *s greed and 
arbitrary tendencies* His devotion to justice and the law 
renewed the colony's trust in the Crown and Common haw. His 
confidence in the Burgesses and Council fostered quiet harmony
178Richard Morton, col, v a .. II, 490.
179
Hugh donee# The Present state of Virginia* ed.
Horton (chapel Hill# 1956), 158.
throughout the administration. Hie earnest desire for Vir­
ginia's growth and domestic peace inspired others to strive 
for the same objectives.
Despite these contributions, Drysdale was not a flaw­
less governor* He tried too hard to please all factions. in 
attempting to maintain the status quo, he restrained his own 
initiative. To preserve peace he sacrificed progress* in so 
doing he failed to fully develop his own and Virginia's poten­
tial. This was one error of judgment which robs Hugh Drysdale 
of the accolade of "greatness.f*
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